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Abstract
Rail fatigue is one of the key factors affecting rail service life. Once a defected rail was
detected, it will be replaced immediately to avoid derailment. Fatigue failures cost
railroads in various aspects such as repairs, traffic delays, and accidents, and also have an
impact on the reliability of rail service. The purpose of rail fatigue analysis is to provide
assessment of maintenance and operations strategies in regard to rail fatigue.
Because the field data regarding rail fatigue are often limited, the model calibrated based
on field data may not be reliable for predicting future deterioration conditions. In
addition, the field data may be measured with error and subject to temporal correlation.
Therefore, the Phoenix model which has been developed based on theories of material
behavior and laboratory results was used as a supplemental tool to analyze rail fatigue.
The data generated from the Phoenix model does not have the disadvantages as those in
the field data. However, the Phoenix model has not yet been validated by the field data
and the results could be biased. Thus, the goal of this research is to develop a reliable rail
fatigue model by combining both data sources.
Assuming no spatial correlation among defects, the rail fatigue model was formulated as a
spatial Poisson with a defe t occurrence rate which depends on the usage of rail and
factors affecting fatigue. The defect rate was also formulated to incorporate multiple
failure types and dynamic explanatory variables.
The model parameters calibrated to the Phoenix output and to the field data were both in
agreement with the a priori expectation of fatigue behavior. By assuming that the Phoenix
model was biased, the unbiased parameters for the combined model and the biases were
simultaneously estimated by pooling both data sources.
Finally, this research applies the combined model to analyze the effects of maintenance and
operation practices regarding fatigue failures.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Motivation
This study is motivated by the recent development of data combination techniques
and the need for a reliable rail fatigue model. Data combination has been widely applied to
areas in which the data drawn from the field or from the history are often limited and
therefore empirical analysis based purely on these data would be unreliable. Thus,
supplemental data are generated to provide a better understanding of the problem in
context.
For example, in demand forecasting and market research, revealed preferences (RP)
data, which represent actual demand, are often limited in the ranges of variable values. As
a result, in some cases models calibrated from RP data may not be sufficiently reliable for
demand forecasting. Therefore, stated prefereaces (SP) data collected from consumer
surveys are often used as supplemental data to study demand behavior. However, SP data
may be biased because the survey responses do not reflect actual behavior. Data
combination techniques have been developed to reconcile the differences between oih
types of data to obtain more reliable model parameters.
There have been several applications of data combination techniques to transportation
studies. In particular, this research builds on a stream of studies at MIT that began during
the mid 1970's. Atherton and Ben-Akiva [1976] applied a Bayesian data combination
techniques to transfer and update disaggregate travel demand models. Ben-Akiva [1987]
developed the framework for combining multiple sources of data to estimate origin-
destination matrices. Ben-Aklva and Bolduc [1987] extended the Bayesian approach for
transferring model parameters. Morikawa [1989] developed the methodology to combine
SP and RP data for travel demand analysis; Vieira [1992] also applied SP and RP data
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combination techniques to study the value of service in freight transportation. The only
previous application of data combination to rail fatigue analysis is the work of
Campodonico [1992]. She calibrated a rail fatigue model using a Bayesian procedure that
combined field observations with the output of a theoretical rail fatigue model to predict
rail fatigue defect rates.
The Need for a Reliable Rail Fatigue Model
According to Railroad Facts published by the Association of American Railroads
[1987], the railroad industry spent more than 4 billion dollars each year in the last decade
to maintain tracks at an adequate operational level. The maintenance of infrastructure
accounts for 40% of railroad industry's maintenance budget, about 18% of overall
operating expenses. Since rail is the most expensive component of a railway, it has always
been a great concern of the railroad industry to search for the most effective strategies of
maintaining rail.
The service life of a rail is determined by two deterioration indices, the level of rail
wear, and the rate of fatigue failure, namely, defects per mile per year. Fatigue defects, if
not detected and replaced, can lead to broken rails that may cause derailments. However,
the true mechanism of rail fatigue is still unknown. As a result, it is very difficult to
predict fatigue failure accurately.
For safety and economic reasons, a stretch of rail should be replaced when the
expected rate of fatigue failures exceeds a certain tolerance level. In other words, a
stretch of rail reaches its fatigue service life limit when it is more economical and safer to
replace the rail than to leave it in service. Therefore, the purpose of rail fatigue analysis is
to predict the rate of fatigue defects.
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As shown in Figure 1.1, the deterioration level of a railroad component is affected by:
1) maintenance policy, such as frequency of grinding, lubrication, and inspection; 2)
operating conditions, such as traffic composition, traffic volume, and speed; and 3) other
factors such as materials selected for installation and replacement, track geometry
(curvature and grade) and climate. Any failure in a railroad component will have an
impact on the schedule of repair and, if not detected, will increase the chance of accidents.
Both accidents and repairs cause train delays and affect service reliability.
Maintenance Operations Other Factors
Figure 1.1: Relationships Among Deterioration, Maintenance, and Operations
In addition to the above factors, rail fatigue failure will also be affected by the
deterioration levels of other railroad components, such as ties and ballast, and the amount
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of rail head wear. This is because fatigue failure is affected by the dynamic wheel load
applied to the rail and the contact stresses between rail crown and wheel [Steele, 1988].
Since the dynamic wheel load depends on the foundation strength and operating speed, the
deterioration of ties and ballast affect the foundation strength and thus affect rail fatigue.
Meanwhile, rail wear changes the shape of the rail head and the contact area between rail
crown and wheel and thus affect the contact stresses.
The purpose of rail fatigue analysis is to capture or model the underlying relationships
among fatigue failures, the operating environment, maintenance activities, and rail
metallurgy in order to select the most efficient maintenance and operations strategies.
The Need for Data Combination in Rail Fatigue Analysis
In general, field data for the studies of deterioration behavior is often limited, since it
takes a long period of time to collect enough failed samples. Therefore, instead of only
analyzing field observations, laboratory experiments are conducted to generate
supplemental data for rail deterioration studies.
Figure 1.2 highlights the differences in the data generation processes between field
and laboratory data. The dotted-line rectangles represent the unknown attributes while
solid rectangles stand for known attributes; the oval represents the unknown relationship
between performance indices and deterioration related factors. Performance indices are
measures of deterioration, such as defects per mile in the rail fatigue analysis. As shown in
Figure 1.2, field data contain information of observed. factors affecting deterioration and
performance indices, while the laboratory data consists of controlled factors and
performance indices produced by laboratory experiments. Therefore, the differences
between the field data and the laboratory data are two-fold: 1) the observed factors in the
field data may not be the same as the controlled factors in the laboratory data; 2) the
performance indices in the field data are the output of the true but latent deterioration
14
mechanism while the performance indices in the laboratory data are the output of
laboratory experiments that may not represent the true deterioration mechanism.
Factors Affecting Performance Deterioration
Cont
Fact
rolled
tors
Figure 1.2: Generation Processes for the Laboratory Data
and the Field Data
The factors affecting deterioration may not be fully captured in the field data due to
limited knowledge of deterioration mechanism or the difficulty in data collection. Since
the factors affecting rail fatigue and the performance indices are collected over time in
different locations, the data are therefore referred to as pooled time-series and cross-
section data.
Because the ranges of observed factors in the field data are usually limited, a rail
deterioration model calibrated on the field data may not be able to reflect the effects of
15
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changes in maintenance actions and operations practices on deterioration conditions.
Moreover, the observed factors may be highly correlated, for instance, high traffic density
lines often use stronger rails and are well-maintained. A multi-collinearity problem in
field data may result in inaccurate model.
Since the field data consist of time-series and cross-sectional 'observations, there is a
need to consider temporal correlation [Greene, pp. 481, 1990]. This study will enhance
existing methods for dealing with temporal correlation in ithe estimation of the
deterioration model that uses field data. The causes of the temporal correlation and the
methods for solving this problem will be discussed in Chapters 3 and 6.
Furthermore, the observed factors may not be accurately measured in the field data.
The existence of measurement errors also affects the accuracy of model estimation
[Greene, pp. 294, 1990]. Therefore, methods used for correcting measurement errors are
required to estimate a rail deterioration model using field data. Details of measurement
error problem will also be discussed in Chapters 3 and 6.
Ideally, in the laboratory, we would like to exactly replicate the true deterioration
process for rail fatigue. Unfortunately, there are many factors in the deterioration process,
such as aging of material, dynamic loading effects under various speeds and curvatures,
and climate which are too complicated to reproduce. The result of our inability to
replicate the true deterioration process is biased laboratory data.
However, compared to field data, laboratory data has the following advantages: 1)
the controlled factors can be varied at larger ranges of values with alternate combinations
to reduce correlation and to avoid multi-collinearity; 2) the controlled factors are free of
measurement errors; and 3) laboratory data are free of temporal correlation since all
experiments are independently conducted. The characteristics of both types of data are
summarized in Table 1.1.
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Currently, two types of data are used for rail fatigue analysis, data collected from
actual defective sites, and data generated from a fatigue model called the Phoenix model.
The Phoenix model was developed by the Association of American Railroads [Steele,
1990] and is based on material behavior theories and results from laboratory experiments
of rail fatigue behavior. Therefore, the data produced by the Phoenix model represent
material properties of rail captured in laboratory experiments.
Table 1.1: Characteristics of Field Data and Laboratory data
Field Data Laboratory data
- observed factors may be measured
with error
- observed performance indices may be
subjected to temporal correlation
- ranges of observed factors are limited
- observed factors may e highly
correlated
- explanatory variables may change ove
time
- controlled factors have no
measurement error
- derived performance indices may be
biased
- controlled factors can be specified ai
larger ranges
- controlled factors can be specified ft
all possible combinations
r - explanatory variables are in steady-
state
The Phoenix model simulates the microscopic processes leading to the initiation and
growth of fatigue defects in the rail head. The Phoenix model predicts rail fatigue life
under various conditions. A detailed description of the Phoenix model is included in
Chapter 2.
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Since the Phoenix model has only been validated by very limited data obtained from
railroad testing facilities, not by field data, the calibration of a rail fatigue model using both
types of data will identify possible biases in the Phoenix model.
In conclusion, the purpose of applying data combination techniques in rail fatigue
analysis is to identify the differences and similarities between the two types of data, and to
utilize the advantages of both types of data in order to calibrate t relationship between
performance indices and the factors affecting fatigue more accurately.
1.2 Research Objectives and Scope
The objectives of this study are the following:
1. Development of a comprehensive rail fatigue model.
The formulation of the rail fatigue model will be based on extant models for fatigue
failure and survival analysis. The model will incorporate the following features:
i) Duration of rail usage and fatigue failures -
Since a rail must be replaced if defective, by definition, the observed probability of
failure, given that a rail is still in use, is a hazard rate. The model will incorporate
hazard rate models which are usually used for fatigue analysis. A detailed review
of literature and statistical methods that deal with fatigue analysis is presented in
Chapter 2.
ii) Different patterns for different types of failures -
The mechanism of each type of failure may be different. As a result, the rail
fatigue model will take into account the different patterns for different types of
failures.
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iii) Spatial correlation and aggregation of fatigue defects -
Most of the rails currently used in North America are continuously welded.
Therefore, the spatial correlation among defects should be considered in the rail
fatigue model. Meanwhile, rail defect data often contain hundreds of miles of
track (about a hundred thousand rails); as a result, a spatial model is needed to
aggregate rails into homogenous segments to reduce computational requirements
without the loss of information.
iv) Dynamic effects of fatigue related factors -
Since the rail fatigue related factors in the field data are changing pver time, the
model will be formulated to incorporate the dynamic effects of these factors. The
steady state of input variables in the laboratory data is a special case.
2. Incorporation of measurement error and temporal correlation in the field data.
Since the presence of measurement errors and temporal correlation will affect
estimated parameters from field data, specific models accounting for measurement errors
and temporal correlation will be developed.
3. Comparison of rail fatigue models estimated using field data and Phoenix model data
The purpose of the comparison is to determine the differences as well as the
similarities between the two sets of model parameters estimated from two data sources.
The application of data combination is to seek for estimates of parameters with smaller
variances. For example, if explanatory variables in the field data are lack of variability that
result in high variances of estimated parameters while the laboratory data provides more
reliable estimates, then data combination methods can be applied to obtain more efficient
model parameters. Data combination can also identify the biases in some data sources.
For instance, if the parameters estimated from different data sources are significantly
19
different, then by specifying the biases in different data sources, the true parameters and
the biases can be jointly estimated by using the joint estimation method.
4. Validation of the Phoenix model.
The predictions from the Phoenix model may be biased because the true. fatigue
mechanism may not be fully captured by the Phoenix model. As a result, the estimated
parameters using the Phoenix data may be significantly different from the estimated
parameters using the field data. Therefore, the parameters that capture the bias will be
specified in the combined model and will be estimated by pooling both field and Phoenix
data. The detailed approach regarding the estimation of the combined model is described
in Chapter 6.
5. Evaluation of maintenance and operation practices.
The ultimate purposes of the model is to provide a tool for the assessment of railroad
maintenance practices and strategic operations planning. The evaluation will be done by
performing sensitivity analyses of fatigue defect rates on maintenance and operations
activities using the calibrated fatigue model.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Given the objectives described above, the contributions of this study are two-fold:
1) Methodology
The development of a comprehensive statistical rail fatigue model will incorporate all
related models for four aspects of the rail fatigue model described above. Since the
fatigue model developed in this study is a general framework, it can also be used for the
analyses of other deterioration studies. In addition, this study will enhance existing
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methods for delaing with measurement error and temporal correlation in the estimation of
the deterioration model that uses field data. Finally, this study will propose the
methodology for combining laboratory and field data to estimate a statistical rail fatigue
model.
2) Rail Fatigue Analysis
Because the current model used for rail fatigue analysis, namely, the Phoenix model,
has not been validated by the field observations, it is a great concern for the railroads to
verify the Phoenix model. By implementing data combination of the Phoenix output and
the field data, this study will identify the potential bias in the Phoenix model. In addition,
this research will demonstrate the applications of the calibrated fatigue model to evaluate
operations and maintenance practices and to predict future fatigue deterioration.
The highlights of each chapter are as follows:
Chapter 2 reviews the background fof fatigue analysis, including both laboratory
approaches and statistical methods. A detailed description of the causes of rail fatigue
failure is also discussed. Furthermore, Appendices A, B and C review the most commonly
used fatigue failure distributions and basic properties of failure functions.
Chapter 3 reviews the methods for data combination and proposes estimation
approaches to identify measurement errors and temporal correlation in the field data. In
addition, Appendix E reviews methods used for measurement error and temporal
correlation. -Meover, in the case in which the relationship between the deterioration
indices and explanatory variables can be formulated as a linear model, a data combination
method for the linear model is also proposed in Appendix F.
Chapter 4 formulates the comprehensive rail fatigue model which incorporates: 1)
relationship between usage and fatigue failures; 2) different patterns for different types of
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defects; 3) spatial aggregation of defect occurrences; and 4) dynamic effects of
explanatory variables. Finally, this chapter proposes the specifications for the rail fatigue
model.
Chapter 5 describes: 1) data requirements for rail fatigue analysis; 2) procedures for
the generation of laboratory data; 3) content of the acquired data and model formulations
for both data sources; and 4) descriptive statistics and correlation analyses of both data
sets. The procedures of data processing for the field data are shown in Appendix H.
Chapter 6 proposes the estimation methods for separate and joint estimation and
discusses the obtained results. The estimation of the field data model with the presence of
measurement errors and temporal correlation is presented. Finally, this chapter compares
the defect patterns predicted by the field data model, the laboratory data model, and the
combined model.
Chapter 7 applies the calibrated model to predict the annual failure rate, to calculate
the probability of risk for exceeding the maximum allowable failure rate, and to evaluate
the effects of maintenance and operations practices on fatigue failures.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the conclusions and contributions of this study and
suggests areas for future research.
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Chapter 2: Review of Rail Fatigue Analysis
This chapter first describes the causes of fatigue failure, the factors affecting rail
fatigue defects4 and the fundamental relationships between rail fatigue and some of these
factors; then an existing engineering model, the Phoenix model, is presented as an example
of analyzing fatigue behavior using laboratory data and basic material properties regarding
fatigue; finally, existing statistical methods used to model rail fatigue failure are reviewed.
2.1 Causes of Fatigue Failures and Factors Affecting Rail Defects
Fatigue failure is initiated by the imperfection of materials or from small cracks inside
the material. Cracks grow due to repeated loads applied to the material. Regarding the
formation of small cracks, Broek [1986, pp. 48] explains the phenomenon as follows:
"Under the action of cyclic loads cracks can be initiated as a result of cyclic plastic
deformation. Even if the normal stresses are well below the elastic limit, locally the
stresses may be above the yield due to stresses concentrations at inclusions or mechanical
notches. Consequently, plastic deformation occurs locally on a microscale, but it is
insufficient to show in engineering terms".
As for rail fatigue, according to the Rail Defect Manual published by Sperry Rail
Service [1968], rail defects are classified as: 1) transverse and 2) longitudinal defects in
the rail head; 3) web defects; 4) base defects; 5) damaged rail; 6) surface defects; 7) web
defects in the joint area; 8) miscellaneous defects. This study focuses on the fatigue
related defects occurred in rail head, i.e., the first two categories. Transverse and split
head defects are considered to be the major defects of fatigue failures. As a result, the
Phoenix model also focuses on these two types of defects.
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By definition, a transverse defect is any progressive fracture which occurs in the head
of a rail and has a transverse separation [Sperry Rail Service, 1968]. Transverse defects
(TD) include: 1) transverse fissures; 2) compound fissures; 3) detail fractures from shelling
4) detail fractures from head check; 5) engine burn and 6) welded burn fractures. A
longitudinal defect occurs in the rail head that causes a longitudinal separation.
Longitudinal defects include horizontal split heads (HSH) and vertical split heads (VSH).
Figure 2.1 shows the positions of transverse and longitudinal planes for rail head.
transverse nLane -
rizontal plane
Rail
Figure 2.1: Transverse, Horizontal and Vertical Planes for Rail Head
A transverse defect starts from an internal imperfection in the steel, such as a shatter
crack. Impact of the wheels and bending stresses start the growth of a transverse
separation around the imperfection. A split head defect starts from an internal longitudinal
seam, segregation, or inclusion. Growth is usually rapid, once the seam or segregation has
opened up anywhere along its length. It continues until the split begins to turn outward
[Sperry Rail Service, 1968]. Defective rails may be removed from track or protected by
joint bars across defects [Hay, 1982].
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Rail fatigue failure is affected by operating conditions, maintenance activities, the
contact area of rail and wheel, and material properties. The following is the summary of
factors affecting rail fatigue:
1) maintenance practices:
grinding of rail head for the desired rail shape and the rem6val of surface defects;
lubrication on rail for reducing friction between wheel and rail and.decreasing rail
head wear.
2) traffic characteristics:
wheel load, annual traffic volume measured in million gross tons (MqT).
3) deterioration due to other distress conditions:
rail wear, deterioration levels of tie and ballast.
4) material characteristics:
rail size, rail strength, track stiffness.
5) track geometry:
curvature, alignment and gradient of track.
6) factors (other than curvature) affecting the contact area between wheel-and rail:
speed, rail crown radius, wheel size, and wheel profile radius.
7) other location and environmental factors:
strength and drainage of soil and rocks, climate, etc.
Measurement of most of the factors in the first five categories are often available in
field data. However, the contact area derived from the contact rail crown radius and
wheel profile radius, as shown in Figure 2.2, cannot be accurately measured from field
data because the contact point between wheel and rail changes with speed and curvature.
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In addition, the environmental factors may be difficult to measure. As a result, these
factors may become unobservable location specific errors in the field data. Data
availability issues are discussed in great detail in Chapter 5.
contact wheel profile radius
Figure 2.2: Contact Rail Crown Radius and Wheel Profile Radius
Based on mechanical theories of rail fatigue and previous empirical studies conducted
by the Association of American Railroads [1988] and by Abbott and Zarembski [1987],
the fundamental relationships among fatigue failure rate (such as defects per mile per year)
and some of the factors listed above are as follows:
Positive correlation: defect rate is expected to increase as the values of the, following
variables increase.
- wheel load
- cumulative MGT
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Negative correlation: defect rate is expected to decrease as the values the following
variables increase.
- rail weight
- rail hardness
There is no a priori expectation in regard to the relationships between fatigue failure
and other explanatory variables such as lubrication, grinding, wear rate, speed, and
curvature. The above relationships can be viewed as a priori expectations, to determine
whether statistical estimation results are reliable and consistent with the current
knowledge of rail fatigue behavior.
2.2 An Existing Engineering Model - The Phoenix Model
Mechanical theories and engineering analyses regarding rail fatigue behavior have
been studied for some time. The engineering approach to rail fatigue analysis explores the
mechanism of rail fatigue using mechanical theories and laboratory results based on
material properties. Fowler [1976] and Journet [1983] developed theories of the
mechanism of fatigue crack initiation and propagation. Ali [1992] applied fundamental
fatigue theories to predict the fatigue life of railway bridges.
Another application of rail fatigue theories is the Phoenix model [Steele, 1990]. The
Phoenix model adopted basic rail fatigue theories developed by Fowler [1976] and other
related studies. This model was developed by the Association of American Railroads
(AAR) to analyze fatigue behavior under various material properties, operating conditions,
and maintenance practices. The following is a brief description of this model.
The Phoenix model simulates the mechanical processes leading to the initiation and
growth of fatigue defects. That is, the Phoenix model first calculates the stresses within a
rail head for given wheel loads, rail metallurgy, rail wear rate, foundation strength, wheel
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size, and the contact rail crown radius and wheel profile radius. Then, by using the S/N
curves (number of cycles to crack initiation for various stress levels, obtained rom
laboratory experiments), the Phoenix model estimates the service exposure in million gross
tons (MGT) until the accumulated stress is sufficient to produce the first manifestation of
a fatigue crack beneath the running surface of the rail.
Because S/N curves may vary from one rail sample to another, Figure 2.3 shows the
aggregate S/N curves based on the laboratory testing results from rail samples used in
Fowler's study [1976]. Multiplying the number of loading by the stress level from Figure
2.3 produces estimated cumulative MGT for various rail failure rates. The Phoenix model
uses the results from Figure 2.3 to estimate the cumulative service exposure for a crack to
be initiated in terms of MGT at 1%, 5%, 10% and 20% sample failure rates.
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Figure 2.3: Aggregate S/N Curves
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In other words, the Phoenix model predicts the cumulative MGT when a given
percentage of rails begin to develop cracks the rail heads. Eventually, these cracks can
become fatigue defects. But, the Phoenix model is not able to predict defect type which
depends on the directions in which these cracks grow.
However, the Phoenix model output appears to fall into two'different categories: one
category of data shows that the predicted fatigue life will be extended as wear rate
increases while the other category shows the opposite result. Based on the hypothesis that
TD would decrease while split head (SH) defects (i.e., VSH and HSH) would incease as
wear rate increases, the defect types in the Phoenix model output can be implicitly
revealed. The following is a detailed description of the hypothesis':
TD is initiated at the point beneath rail head where the maximum stress occurs. As
wear rate increases, the point with maximum stress will be moving downward. Since the
point with maximum stress is not stationary, the damage due to the maximum stress is not
accumulated at the same point. Therefore, the points where TD would have occurred will
not develop TD if wear rate increases.
On the other hand, SH often occurs in the middle of rail head where significant tensile
stress is formed. This tensile stress is not as significant as the maximum stress found in the
point where TD-occur, thus, it is believed that a TD will initiate before a SH to occur.
However, this tensile stress almost remains stationary as the wear loss of rail head
increases. As a result, in case of increasing wear rate, the damage due to this tensile stress
will be higher than the damage due to the maximum stresses. In other words, the chances
1 based on a conversation with Roger Steele who developed the Phoenix model.
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of having SH enhance as wear rate increases because the tensile stress formed in the
middle of rail head become a dominate cause for a SH defect.
It should be noted that, at the stress levels at which crack initiation is calculated to
occur, the usage duration up to crack initiation accounts for 90 to 95 percent of the usage
duration up to forming a defect. Thus, the usage duration up to crack initiation is
adequate for most engineering estimates.
In addition to the unknown defect types, there are a number of limitations to applying
the current Phoenix model to rail fatigue analysis [Steele, 1988]. For instance, some input
variables to the Phoenix model cannot be measured from field data; some fatigue
mechanisms are still unknown at present; and some important factors are not included in
the Phoenix model. Specifically, the limitations are:
1) Input variables that cannot be measured in the field.
As stated in Section 2.1 and shown in Figure 2.2, the contact rail crown radius and
wheel profile radius cannot be measured in field data. Therefore, it is difficult to
validate and to apply the Phoenix model using field data. The contact area should be
a function of speed, curvature, wheel load, and rail and wheel shapes. A model to
incorporate these variables has not yet been developed. As a result, the contact stress
derived from the size of contact area and the amplitude of wheel load, cannot be
accurately estimated when applying the Phoenix model for fatigue prediction.
In addition, the Phoenix model simulates rail wear as the removal of rail surface while
maintaining the original shape of the rail head. However, the actual shape of the rail
head after wear would not be same as the original due to uneven wear resulting from
the dynamic contact path between rail and wheel.
2) Unknown fatigue mechanisms.
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The residual stress, caused by plastic deformation during the release of load, that built
up within any rail is entirely unknown and cannot be predicted accurately at present
from a knowledge of service history.
Moreover, the inherent fatigue resistance character of rail steel .can be highly variable
and is unknown for any individual rail or group of rails. Small variations in stress
state or material fatigue resistance may yield large variations in fatigue life. For this
reason, the usage limit of fatigue failure is difficult to predict. An aggregate S/N
curve is needed to explain this variability.
3) Missing or omitted variables
The Phoenix model is a tangent track model and thus cannot reflect the impact of
curvature on rail fatigue.
The Phoenix model has been verified by limited data generated from the Facility for
Accelerated Service Testing (FAST), a laboratory for railroad deterioration study.
However, the model has not yet been validated by actual railroad defect data. The above
limitations also underscore the reasons why results from the Phoenix model could be
biased. Therefore, it is necessary to identify potential biases in the Phoenix model by
incorporating field data.
A detailed discussion of the input variables and the output of the Phoenix model are
presented in Chapter 5.
2.3 Current Statistical Approaches to Rail Fatigue Analysis
Most of the fatigue related studies apply theories of materials science rather than
statistical methods to analyze the relationship among fatigue failure rate, usage duration,
stresses, and material properties. Among the few statistical approaches, Campodonico
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[1992] combined field observations and Phoenix model output using a Bayesian procedure
to predict fatigue defect rate. This method will be described in more detail in Chapter 3.
Since the studies of fatigue behavior are similar to the analyses of mortality and
survival, i.e., the units with no defects can be viewed as surviving units while the defective
units can be viewed as perished units, the methodology of survival analysis which is often
applied in reliability studies, can also be applied to fatigue analysis.
The following are the general terminology used in survival and reliability analysis:
Definition:
X = a non-negative random variable representing the usage limit,
Fx (x) = P(X < x) = the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of X evaluated at x,
fx(x) = the probability density function (PDF) of X evaluated at x,
Sx (x) = 1- Fx (x) = the survival function of X evaluated at x,
ho (x) = fx (x) / Sx (x) = the hazard function of X evaluated at x.
The hazard rate represents the force of mortality in the survival analysis because it
refers to the death rate on surviving population. As for rail fatigue analysis, since a
defective rail has to be replaced if detected, the hazard function represents the conditional
probability of observing a failure in the surviving rails. The hazard rate can be interpreted
as the deterioration rate and can be used as performance index for maintenance actions.
For example, if the hazard rate is defined as having a fatigue failure, during year t given
that the rail has no defect up to year t- 1, then multiplying the hazard rate by the number of
rails in a segment produces the expected number of defects during year t. Therefore, if the
expected number of defects per mile for a rail segment exceeds the allowable defect limit
in any given year, then it is more economical to replace the whole segment than to
maintain the segment with spot repair and frequent inspection. Furthermore, the usage for
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rail fatigue analysis is measured in cumulative million gross tons (MGT) of traffic. A
detailed formulation of hazard rate is described in Chapter 4.
The basic relationships among hazard function, survival function, CDF, and PDF of
any failure distribution are reviewed in Appendix A.
The focus of statistical fatigue analysis is to find the relationship between observed
fatigue failure and usage, i.e., to search for the best fitted distribution among a group of
failure distributions.
Many failure distributions have been proposed for survival and reliability analysis.
Appendix A lists most of the failure distributions used in the survival models developed by
Elandt-Johnson and Johnson [1980]. One distribution is derived by Birnbaum and
Saunders [1969]. This distribution was originally developed to model fatigue behavior. It
assumes that each loading will result in a growth of crack, and the length of the growth is
a normal distribution random variable. When the sum of crack growth exceeds a critical
length, then fatigue failure will occur. 'The details of this distribution are shown in
Appendix B.
The most commonly used distributions are the exponential distribution, the Weibull
distribution, and the log-normal distribution. As shown in Appendix C, the exponential
distribution assumes constant hazard rates. However, empirical study [AAR, 1988] shows
that the hazard rate is not constant in rail fatigue. On the other hand, most of the other
distributions used for survival analysis do not have closed forms for the hazard rate. As a
result, the most commonly used distribution for rail fatigue analysis is the Weibull
distribution.
Compared to the exponential distribution, the hazard rate of the Weibull distribution
will change over time. The Weibull distribution [Weibull, 1951] was first derived as a
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model of failure of a mechanical device composed of several parts. This distribution is
commonly used in the theory of reliability and biological researches. For example, the Rail
Performance Model (RPM), was developed by Wells [1983] to predict defect rate using
the Weibull distribution; a system of equations using the Weibull distribution calibrated to
Phoenix model output [Shyr and Martland, 1990] had also been used as part of an
simulation model called Total Right-of-way Analysis and Costing System (TRACS);
Armitage and Doll [1954] and many others also developed models: for initiation of cancer
using the Weibull distribution. The PDF and the CDF of Weibull distribution are as
follows:
f(x)= exp[-(x / 1)" I
F(x) = 1- exp[-(x / 1)" ]
By definition, the survival function and the hazard function of Weibull distribution
become:
S(x) = 1- F(x) = exp[-(x / 1) ' ]
h(x) f(x) x"-'h(x)=f(x) = o for a>O, 3>0, x>O
There are two parameters in the Weibull distribution: a and 3. a is called the slope
parameter and p is called the characteristic or scale parameter. If a > 1, the hazard rate
increases as usage level x increases. If a = 1, then the Weibull distribution becomes the
exponential distribution.
The AAR [1988] fitted a Weibull distribution to aggregated fatigue defect data from
various railroads. Current practices in fitting failure distribution with aggregate defect
records are based on the following assumptions: 1) defects occur randomly and are
independently and identically distributed among rails; 2) the service exposure (measured in
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MGT) needed for a defect to develop follows the Weibull distribution. The detailed
procedures are described below:
1) aggregation of defect records into a cumulative defect rate.
For defects occurring in segments with the same conditions, plot the cumulative
defects per mile with the corresponding cumulative MGT. Figure 2.4 shows the
result of this procedure.
2) conversion of the cumulative defect rate into percentage of rails failed.
The length of a rail is usually set to be 39 feet long, therefore there are 271 rails in
one mile of track. Dividing the cumulative number of defects per mile by 271
produces the corresponding percent failure, i.e., F(x).
3) estimation of the Weibull distribution parameters a and 3.
The estimation is performed by finding the distribution parameters, a and , that fit
the data best, as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.4: Aggregation of Defect Records Over Cumulative MGT
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The distribution fitting in fact can be performed by using a linear regression with the
following transformation of the Weibull distribution:
ln[-ln S(x)] = an x - xln 13 (2.1)
% failure
(F(x))
cumulative MGT
Figure 2.5: Distribution Fitting Against Cumulative MGT
This approach has three disadvantages: 1) the estimation is often based on low failure
rates because of limited failed sample, as a result, the goodness of fit is very poor; 2) this
approach did not explore the relationship between defect rate and the operation and
maintenance activities, and hence the results cannot be used for the prediction of future
deterioration conditions; and 3) this approach did not consider the different patterns for
different types of failures.
Assuming that the different types of failures are independent, Elandt-Johnson and
Johnson [1980, pp. 273] derived the overall hazard rate as the sum of hazard rates from all
causes. A detailed of the formulation is also presented in Chapter 4.
A multiple failure model had been proposed by Moeschberger and David [1972] in
life tests under competing risk causes. Their model assumes that two types of failures
occur in two components. Further, the failures in component 1 and 2 leading to a system
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failure are not independent. In other words, the failure of a system consists of three
events: failure of component 1 alone; failure of component 2 alone; and failure of
component 1 and 2 simultaneously. The model further assumes that the failure
distribution follows exponential distribution with three constant hazard rates for each
events. This model was also adapted by Manton et al. [1976] in studying the simultaneous
occurrence of various diseases.
Another model of multiple failures is proposed by Gilbert [1992] for a duration model
of car ownership. This model consists of three independent events: replacement with a
new vehicle; replacement with a used vehicle; and disposal without replacement. Gilbert's
model also adapted the framework of hazard rate with multiple failures derived by Elandt-
Johnson and Johnson [1980], i.e., the overall hazard rate of ending the ownership of a
vehicle is the sum of hazard rates from the above three causes.
The rail fatigue model presented in Chapter 4 is tformulated with the inclusion of
multiple defect patterns based on an extension of the methodlogical framework derived by
Elandt-Johnson and Johnson [1980].
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Chapter 3: Review of Data Combination, Measurement Error and
Temporal Correlation Methods
3.1 Methods for Data Combination
The basic rational in data combination is the use of multiple data sources to construct
a more reliable model when each type of data has a different level of accuracy and
systematic bias. There are several methods used to combine different sources of data.
The following is a brief description of the basic assumptions, the theoretical background,
and the limitations of each technique.
3.1.1 Bayesian Updating Method
The Bayesian updating method consists of the prior distribution which represents the
beliefs of the distribution of model parameters prior to the collection of any data, and the
posterior distribution which represents the new beliefs about the distribution of model
parameters conditional on new observed data [Lindgren, pp., 403-405, 1976].
Definition:
0 = model parameters,
z = the new collected data,
f(z I 0) = the distribution of z conditional on 0,
g(O) = the prior distribution of 0,
h(0 I z) = the posterior distribution of 0, such that
h(0z ) = f(zl0)g(0)
f(zlO)g(O)dO
In other words, the posterior distribution is the product of the prior distribution and
the likelihood function of the observed data z.
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If the prior distribution is a normal distribution that represents the distribution of 0
conditional on previous data, and the distribution of new data z is also a normal
distribution, then, the posterior distribution conditional on new data z will become a
normal distribution with means and variances equal to the updated model parameters and
their variances. The Bayesian method in the single parameter case is described below.
Definition:
b,, a - the estimated parameter value and its variance from the previous data,
b2, ar = the estimated parameter value and its variance from the new data,
, ( = the updated values.
Then, the updated values are given by:
= b + (b, -b2) (3.1)
= (a 2 + 2 ) 12 (3.2)
where,
a= a2 / (2 + o ) = weight for combining old and new estimates,
As shown in equation (3.1), the updated parameter is a linear combination of the
parameters from the two data sources and the weight depends on the variances of model
parameter from both data sets. This method was proposed by Atherton and Ben-Akiva
[1976] for updating travel demand models.
A similar approach had been applied by Campodonico [1992] for combining field data
and Phoenix model outputs to predict rail fatigue failure. Because field data are often
limited, Campodonico used Phoenix model output as a reference data source to build the
prior distribution and then used the field data to obtain the posterior distribution.
The fatigue model is assumed to follow Weibull distribution, i.e.,
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F(x) = 1- exp[-(x / 3)" ]
where x is the usage of a rail measured in MGT and F(x) is the CDF of x. Therefore, the
task of the calibration is to find the best fitted Weibull scale parameter 3 and slope
parameter a for both field data and Phoenix model output. Unlike most of the
applications of the Bayesian method that assume normal distribution for model
parameters, this study assumes that the slope parameter a follows Gamma distribution
while the scale parameter [3 follows uniform distribution. However, the selection of these
two distributions was not justified by Campodonico. The joint prior distribution was then
specified as follows:
(a, ) =f, (a)f2 (P) (3.3)
where
f, = the Gamma density function,
f2 = the uniform density function.
As described in Chapter 2, the Phoenix model predicts the cumulative MGT at which
1%, 5%, 10%, and 20% rails failed due to fatigue for each input condition. The Phoenix
model output were used to obtain values of a and 5 by running least square regression on
the following transformed equation derived from the Weibull distribution:
ln[-ln S(x)] = aln x -aln
where S(x) is the survival function, i.e., l-F(x). Then the set of estimated a's and 3's were
used to calibrate the parameters of the prior distribution.
Applying the Weibull distribution, the expected number of defects M i occurred in a
segment during the usage period [xi_,, xi] can be expressed as follows:
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Mi = L[F(xi)-F(xi, )] = L[-]-p(xi, / 13)a]- exp[- (x i /))"1]] (3.4)
where
L = the number of rails in the segment,
xi = the cumulative MGT at the end of thej-th usage period.
Then, given L and the value of a and , Campodonico formulated the conditional
probability of observing kj defects during this usage period as:
P(kiloa,P,L) = (Mj) e- M% (3.5)
k !I
In other words, Campodonico assumes that the number of defects occurred in a rail
segment follows a non-homogenous Poisson process, i.e., defects occur randomly across
all locations within the same period of time, but the occurrence rate depends on the
duration of usage. Thus, the likelihood function of a and for observing the sequence of
defects becomes:
(j)kj(kl a, , L)= -rIi eM (3.6)
j=l k ij
where k = [ 1, k, ..., k,] and J is the number of usage periods.
Having obtained the likelihood function and the prior distribution, the posterior
distribution then can be derived by Bayes Law as follows:
(cx, 13k, L) _ £(kla,P,L)i(a,) (37)
J(kl a, , L)7(c, 13)dad
at 
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As a result, the probability of observing k defects during the j-th usage period
becomes:
P(kjI L) = J P(k I , , L)(a, k,L)dad (3.8)
a13
The main disadvantages of Campodonico's approach for rail fatigue modeling are that
the updated model parameters do not take into account: 1) thebias in the Phoenix model
output; 2) the different types of defects may have different parameters; an(' 3) the effects
of operation and maintenance conditions on rail fatigue.
A more general method of weighting parameters from multiple data sources, the
combined transfer estimator, will be presented next.
3.1.2 Combined Transfer Estimator (CTE)
CTE is a minimum-mean-square-error estimator derived by Ben-Akiva and Bolduc
[1987]. That is, although it is biased, the variance of the updated model parameters plus
the square of the bias is less than the variance of the old model parameters. Using the
same notation as in section 3.2.1 produces:
Var(b) + [E(b)-132 ]2 < Var(b 2)
(3.9)
where p2 is the true parameter of the new data [pp. 2, Ben-Akiva and Bolduc, 1987]. In
the single parameter case, the updated value and its variance become [pp. 4, Ben-Akiva
and Bolduc, 1987]:
b = b2 +X(b -b 2) (3.10)
a2 = II2J(1-2A /D)2 +a2(1-X2 )[1+2A2 X/D(1-X)] 2 (3.11)
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where,
= a 2 / D = weight for combining b: and b2,
D = (+ 2 + A2)
A = b - b2 = an estimate of the bias in b.
CTE is an extension of the Bayesian updating procedure because it explicitly accounts
for the presence of a transfer bias, i.e., the bias in b. Compared to the Bayesian updating
method, this method gives more weight to the parameters from new data (b2 ).
This method also suggests a range of transfer bias where the previous data set could
be used for combined estimation. That is, if the model estimated from the old data is not
significantly different from that estimated from the new data, then CTE could be used to
obtain the updated parameters; otherwise, using the old model parameters is not justified.
In conclusion, the advantage of the CTE is that the updated model parameters can be
directly calculated from the estimated parameters and their variances from two data
sources. This precludes the need for pooling data sources and re-estimating the model
parameters. Furthermore, CTE is shown to be more accurate in terms of the mean square
error than a direct non-transfer estimator (i.e., 2 by itself).
3.1.3 Joint Estimation
Recent studies on RP and SP data combination were conducted by Morikawa [1989]
and Vieira [1992]. Both studies applied data combination methods to discrete choice
models. The following is a brief description of the joint estimation method for the data
combination of field data and laboratory data in deterioration modeling:
Define
yF, yL = the performance index in field data and laboratory data respectively,
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xF , x L = the common explanatory variables shared by both field and laboratory data,
wF = other explanatory variables in the field data,
zL = other explanatory variables in the laboratory data,
1F , F 3L = the model parameters for xF and xL,
a = the model parameters for wF,
y-- the model parameters for zL,
such that,
yF = g(3F, x , a, wF)
yL = g(pL, x, y, ZL) (3.12)
where g(.) is the function that captures the relationship between the performance index
and explanatory variables.
Assume that the model parameters obtained from the field data are unbiased, i.e.,
i F = , while the parameters from the laboratory data are biased, and there exists a scalar
t such that 3 L = 1. The true parameters 13 and the scalar p can be estimated by using: a)
joint estimation; and b) sequential estimation. The first method jointly estimates and g
simultaneously by pooling both data sets. The second method is illustrated for a linear
model case in Appendix F.
It should be noted that there are variables not shared by both data sources, i.e., zL
and wF. The joint estimation method also produes estimates of their parameters (i.e., y
and a). Note that the Bayesian Updating Method and the Combined Transfer Estimator
Method are applied only to the shared variables. Therefore, these two methods do not
calculate y and a which explicitly identify biases in the laboratory data.
In conclusion, data combination methods are useful in:
1) efficient estimation of model parameters using different data sources
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The major purpose of data combination is to obtain estimates of parameters with
smaller variances. For example, if explanatory variables in the field data are lack of
variability that result in high variances of estimated parameters while the laboratory
data provides more reliable estimates, then data combination methods can be
applied to obtain more efficient model parameters.
2) capturing systematic biases in the model parameters for some data sources
Data combination can also identify the biases in some data sources. For example,
if the parameters estimated from different data sources are significantly different,
then by specifying the biases in different data sources (i.e., l3F = and AL = g in
the combination of field data and laboratory data), the true parameters and the
biases can be simultaneously estimated by using the joint estimation method.
3.2 Applications of Data Combination Methods
The following are some previous applications of data combination techniques:
1) Updating Origin-Destination Trip Tables
There exists numerous studies that focus on the estimation of O-D travel flows. The
purpose of applying data combination in this area is to facilitate the use of inexpensive
data sources, efficient survey designs and the transfer of information from one data source
to another. The main application of data combination includes the matrix estimation
problem where surveys provide the prior information about the matrix and the traffic
count data is employed to expand the survey data. Ben-Akiva [1987] presented the
framework for the combination of multiple data sources and the estimation procedure for
the identification of biases in various data sources used to update O-D trip tables.
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The data combination method adopts a system of equations which explicitly
incorporate the biases in different data sources and the relationships among all the
avavilable measurements and O-D flows. For example, a direct measurement of O-D trips
from a survey can be expressed as the true O-D trip volume divided by an expansion
factor (e.g., the factor is 10 if 1 out of 10 persons is sampled) and multiplied by a
multiplicative measurement bias plus an additive sampling error. In addition, the traffic
count can be written as the sum of O-D volumes for which the route passes through the
counting station plus an additive measurement error. Thus, by jointly estimating this
system of equations, the unknown O-D flows are jointly estimated from the survey data
and the traffic counts.
2) Market Research
Two types of data have been used in the study of individual choice behavior: 1)
revealed preference (RP) data, which are measurements based on actual market behavior;
and 2) stated preference (SP) data, which, are data collected by presenting hypothetical
scenarios to the respondents and asking for their preferences. The -disadvantage of using
only RP data is that the range of attribute values are limited so the model parameters
derived from RP data would fail to yield accurate predictions for future changes. On the
other hand, the disadvantage of using SP data is that SP data may not represent the true
behavior of the respondents. However, since SP data can be obtained with a broader
range of alternative attributes, the estimated parameters from the SP data are believed to
be more efficient.
Therefore, it is helpful to combine both RP and SP data for developing a
comprehensive market behavior model. Joint estimation methods have been applied to
combine the RP and SP data by Morikawa [1989] for travel demand analysis and by Vieira
[1992] for the determination of the value of service in freight transportation.
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3) Model Transferability
The idea of model transferability is to use previously estimated model parameters
from a different area for model estimation. For instance, if the data for the current study is
limited, while previously estimated model parameters exist which are: 1) efficient; 2)
developed from a different area; and 3) not significantly different from those in the current
study, then methods for transferring model parameters, such as Bayesian Method and
Combined Transfer Estimator, can be used to update model parameters with limited
amount of new data.
4) Data Combination for Deterioration Modeling
As stated in Chapter 1, data combination methods can be applied to deterioration
modeling when both field data and laboratory data are available. For instance,
Campodonico [1992] calibrated a rail fatigue model based on the Bayesian updating
method using field observations and Phoenix model output to predict fatigue defect rate.
3.3 Methods for Measurement Error and Temporal Correlation
Since the field data may be measured with error and may exist temporal correlation
(resulted from unobserved location factors), model parameters estimated using field data
would be inaccurate. Hence, methods to deal with measurement error and temporal
correlation should be considered. In the case of linear models, the result of regression on
variables with measurement errors is known to be biased, as shown in Appendix D.
Appendix E reviews the methods used for incorporating measurement error and temporal
correlation in linear models and Appendix F proposes a data combination method for a
linear deterioration model.
To demonstrate the effect of measurement error on non-linear models, define
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Y= the dependent variable (i.e., performance index, e.g., the expected defect rate),
X = the poorly measured independent variables,
X* = the true independent variables,
P(IX*) = the probability of observing Y given X*,
= measurement errors in X, such that
X=X* + 
P(YIX*) = g(X*) (3.13)
However, X* can not be observed, as a result, equation (3.13) is a conditional
probability given X and 4, i.e.,
P(YX, ) = g(X-5) (3.14)
Therefore the probability of observing Y becomes:
P(YI X)= lg(X- )f(4)d4 (3.15)
where f () is the probability density function of measurement error [.
Equation (3.15) also implies that in general P(I1X) • g(X). As a result, the estimation
based on g(X) will not be accurate. Thus, estimation should be conducted using equation
(3.15) which requires a specification of f(5).
To include temporal correlation into the model, define
i = unobserved factor specific to location i,
t = time index, such that equation (3.13) can be rewritten as:
x, = x, + 
P(YIX;,,) = g(X,, i) (3.16)
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In other words, the performance index Ywould not only be affected by X* but also by
the unobserved location factor i. As a result, the probability of observing lY, given Xi,,
li,, and r i becomes:
P(Y, IXi,, i,.,Ti) = g(Xi, - i,qri) (3.17)
Rewriting equation (3.15) given the existence of ti produces:
P(YiI Xi, i ) = Ig ( X i - i, i 4i ), i, (3.18)
Then, the probability of observing a series of YI's given 'ri becomes:
P(Yi.lXi. ,i) = l f g(Xi, ,.i )f(i, )id , (3.19)
where Y. is the series of Y,'s and Xi. is the series of X,'s.
Because equation (3.19) for the same location share the same location factor 'i over
time, i.e., Y,'s are serial correlated, thus, the probability of observing a series of Y,'s
becomes:
P(YiliX) = [i Jg(Xi,, i.j(t , ) jf( )d , iJ)dj (3.20)
where f(,i) is the density function of ri.
In conclusion, the consequences of measurement error and temporal correlation are
much more complex in non-linear models. Equation (3.20) can be applied to identify the
existence of measurement error and temporal correlation (in the form of location specific
factors) for non-linear models.
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Chapter 4: Rail Fatigue Model
This chapter describes the formulation of the rail fatigue model in three parts: section
4.1 formulates the rail fatigue model with multiple types of failures; section 4.2 derives the
model for discrete usage periods with a continuous spatial representation of rail units; and
section 4.3 includes explanatory variables other than usage into the model and specifies
the functional form of the model.
4.1 Model with Multiple Types of Failures
This section formulates the fatigue model for multiple types of failures. In addition,
two model specifications are proposed. Detailed descriptions of the model and the two
specifications are presented below.
Survival Function and Hazard Rate of Multiple Failure Types
Definition:
I = the number of defect types,
X ' = a non-negative random variable, representing the fatigue life for failure type i,
X = the rail fatigue life = min { X', i = 1, ..., I),
Fi(x) = P(X i < x) = the CDF of X',
Fx(x) = P(X, x) = the CDF of X,
S (x) = P(X i > x) = the survival function of X',
Sx (x) = P(X > x) = the survival function of X,
fx(x) = the PDF of X',
fx(x) = the PDF of X,
P(D; x) = the probability of having a defect during [x, x+dx],
P(D'; x) = the probability of having a type i defect during [x, x+dx],
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P(D' ID; x) = the conditional probability of having a type i defect given that a defect
occurs during [x, x+dx].
The overall hazard rate is defined as the probability density conditional on surviving
rail, i.e.,
hx(X) = x(X) (4.1)
Assuming that Xi's are independent random variables, by definition, the overall
survival function can be written as:
SX(x)= P(X < X)= IP(x < X')= rlS(x) * (4.2)
i=1 i=1
Therefore, the overall probability density function becomes:
aF( x) aSx(X)fx(x) =
ax ax
±_SX(x) aS(x) S(x)f (x) (4.3)
_S (x) ax it S (x)
It should be noted that, in order for a type i defect to occur during a very short usage
period [x, x+dx], the condition x <Xi< x+dx has to be satisfied and X' has to be the
minimum among all X' for j = 1, ..., I. In other words, even if x <Xi< x+dx, a type i
defect will not occur in this period if there exists a X' such that X j< x < Xi< x+dx. In this
case, a typej failure would occur and the rail would be replaced before reaching the usage
level x. Therefore, the probability of having a type i defect in the period [x, x+dx]
becomes:
P(D'; x) = P(x <X'< x+dx and X'> x, for all j, j ; i)
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= P(x < Xi < x+dx) P(x X)=fx() SX(x)
joi
(4.4)
The hazard rate of type i defect is defined as the conditional probability density of
having a type i defect given no defect occurred at usage level x. Therefore, applying
equation (4.4) produces:
h(x) = P(D; ) (x)
=Sx(x)dx S(x) (4.5)
Thus, combining equation (4.3) and (4.5), the overall hazard rate can be written as:
hX(x)=fx(x) = f,(x) ( h()
hx(x)= Sx(x ----S(x) :" h(x)SX(X) i~l Sxv) 1i1l
(4.6)
which is the sum of the hazard functions for all defect types.
Based on equation (4.6) and Appendix A, the survival function and the probability
density function of X can also be written as follows:
S (x) = exp[-l hx (u)du] = exp[-, S h (u)du] (4.7)
fx(x) = h,,(x)S(x)= hx(x) exp - hx(u)du (4.8)i - ]
Conditional Probability of Defect Type
By definition,
P(D;x)P(D'I D,x)=
P(D;x)
Applying equation (4.1) and (4.5) produces:
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P(DI D, )= hx(x)S(x)dx hx (x)hx(x)S(x)dx Xh~(x)
That is, the conditional probability of type i defect is the ratio of the type i defect
hazard rate to the overall hazard rate. As the hazard rates change over the usage level x,
this conditional probability changes as well.
Model Specifications
The rationale for the following models is that the two types of fatigue defects,
transverse defects (TD) and split head defects (SH), may result from different
deterioration mechanisms, therefore, both types of defects could have different failure
distributions. In other words, it could be the case that one maintenance strategy could
control TD but enhances the number of SH failures. Therefore, the rail fatigue model
should be able to capture the different effects of rail metallurgy, maintenance policies, and
operation conditions on TD and SH. ;
Model 1:
The first model consists of specification of the hazard rates h (x), i = 1, ..., I. That is,
each hazard rate satisfies the property of the hazard function described in Appendix A.
This formulation was also used by Manton [1976], Gilbert [1992], and other studies that
dealt with multiple types of failures. Model 1 captures the differences of distribution
parameters for different types of failures; in-other words, different types of failures would
have different life expectations and different underlying structural relationships with
explanatory variables.
Model 2:
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Model 2 is based on a defect regime concept that each regime refers to the
circumstances where only one particular type of defect will occur. Once in the regime of
type i defect, other types of failures would not occur. In other words, type i defect will
occur only if the defect regime is in the regime of type i defect and the usage level has
reached the fatigue life limit.
The boundaries of defect regimes are often not observable; therefore, defect regimes
are separated by stochastic thresholds. As a result, the hazard rates of type i defect can be
partitioned into two functions: the probability of the defect regime being of type i, and the
conditional hazard rate given a type i defect regime. That is,
h(x) = hx,i(x)P(i Ix) (4.10)
hx(x) = hx(x)P(i Ix) (4.11)
i=l
where
P(ilx) = the probability of rail being in type i defect regime at usage level x, and
~P(i x)=l,
i=l
hXi (x) = the conditional hazard rate given the rail is in type i defect regime.
Therefore, the overall hazard rate in equation (4.11) is a weighted average of the
conditional hazard functions of all defect types. The functional form of P(i[) and the
hazard functions will be specified in Section 4.3. Since only two types of rail defects are
considered as fatigue failures, thus, there are two defect regimes in rail fatigue model.
A Numerical Example
The following example will demonstrate the differences between model 1 and model
2. The hazard functions for this example are:
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Model 1:
h (x) = 1. 5x0 5 h (x) =3.5
Sx (x) = exp[- h (u)du -(u)d (u)du] = exp[-x - (x/2)3'5
fx(x) = h (x)S (x) = [1.5x05 + 1.75(x/2)2]exp[-x15 -(x/2)35]
Denote gx(x)=hx(x)Sx(x) as the share for type i defect in the density function of
fatigue failure.
Model 2:
hx,, (x) = 3x0 5 hx12(x) =3.5(X4)
P( Ix)= P(2 I x)= 1 - P(1 Ix)
1 + exp(-4 + 6x)
hk (x) = (x) +exp(-56x)X x 1 + exp(-4 + 6x) 2 1+exp(4 - 6x)
The survival function and the PDF can be computed numerically and x is measured in
i000 MGT. In the above example, Weibull hazard functions are chosen for h(x) in
model 1 and for hx E (x) in model 2; and the logistic distribution is specified for P(1 I x).
Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the hazard functions and the shares of the two types of
defects in the density function for model 1 and model 2, respectively. Figure 4.1 shows
the defect pattern for model 1 with two independent defect types; on the other hand,
Figure 4.2 clearly shows that two types of defects appear in two different defect regimes
and the threshold of two regimes is approximately equal to 1000 MGT. Moreover, the
overall hazard rate is always increasing in model 1, while in model 2 it may decrease for
some period due to a switch from a high hazard rate pattern to a low hazard rate pattern.
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Figure 4.1: Defect Pattern for Two Defect Types in Model 1
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Figure 4.2: Defect Pattern for Two Defect Types in Model 2
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4.2 Aggregation Over Usage Period and Space
Since the rail defect data are collected on a yearly basis and the yearly MGT varies in
different locations, therefore, this section first formulates the hazard functions for yearly
usage period.
In addition, most rails in North American are now continuously welded and defects
occur in continuous rail. Since the deterioration index for rail fatigue is defects per mile
which represents the product of hazard rate and the number of rails in one mile, thus, the
hazard rate formualtion will be replaced by defect rate in this section.
4.2.1 Hazard Rate for a Discrete Usage Period
Definitions:
qx(x,x 2 ) = the conditional probability of having a defect for a rail during the usage
period [x,, x ] given that the rail has not failed up to x1,
qx (x,x 2 )= the conditional probability of having a type i defect for a rail during the
period [x,, x2] given that the rail has not failed up to xl.
By definition,
JX2 hx(u)du
=l1- e ' (4.12)
Substitution of equation (4.4) into equation (4.12) produces the multiple-failure rail
fatigue model for a discrete usage period as follows:
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fX h( u)d
=1-e i=1 (4.13)
By definition of qx(x,,x 2) and using equations (4.4) and (4.5), q (x1,x 2) can be
written as follows:
i X Sx(u)h (u)du
qx(x,x2) = ' ) - )4;xSx(x, (4.14)
where Sx(x) is the probaility of survival till x and h(x)dx is the probabilty of having a
type i defect during [x, x+dx] conditional on no failure up to x. As a result,,
| fX(U)dU | 2~S.(u); (u)du
qx(x, X2)= ( ) 
&x(x, ) Sx (XI)
I
=q (XI X 2 )
i=l
(4.15)
Denoting P(D'iD;xI,x 2 ) as the conditional probability of having a type i defect given
that a defect occurred during period [x,, ], then P(D' ID;x,, x) becomes:
P(DI D;Xl,x2) = qx(xi, 2)2-q (I, 2)
1 rx)i2 Sx(u)hx(u)du
Sx (x ) ,
JX' Sx(u)h (u)du
f X2 Sx(u)h(u)du
4.2.2 A Spatial Rail Fatigue Model
Define a rail segment as a group of rails with the same maintenance and operating
conditions and laid in the same year. The probability of failure for each rail in a segment
can be assumed to be independent of the probability of failure for all other rails because
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(4.16)w - 4
- X2 h(u)du
qx (XIIX2)= l-eI
defects are initiated from small cracks that occur randomly for the same exogenous
conditions and the cracks are so small that they will only affect the stresses in a relatively
small area near the cracks. Thus, it can be assumed that a crack in a rail will not affect the
stresses in neighboring rails to enhance the likelihood of cracks occuring in the
neighboring rails.
Definitions:
n = the number of rails per mile,
k = the observed number of defects,
L(x)' = the length of a surviving rail segment in miles at usage level x,
The total number of surviving rails at usage level x in this segment is nL(x). For the
usage period [x, x2], the probability of having a defect in a surviving rail is qx(xj, x2 ).
Assuming that failure processes for all rails are independent, then the probability of
having k failures during usage period [x,, x2] given no defect up to x, can be written as:
P(kIL(x), xI, X2 ) =(nL(Xi))qx(x, x2)kl-qx(xl, X2)]nL(xl) - k (4.17)
Denoting A(x,x 2) = nqx(x,,x 2) as the expected number of defects per mile during
usage period [x,, x2]. As n becomes very large, equation (4.17) can be written as
P(klL(x), xI, x2) = [A(xl, x 2 )L(x)]k e-A(xl, x2)L(xl) (4.18)
The length of a rail segment is affected not only by fatigue failures, but also by
maintenance actions. A stretch of rail can be replaced due to other maintenance needs,
such as reaching a wear limit. In other words, the length of a rail segment could be less
than the total length of survival rails with regard to fatigue failures.
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That is, equation (4.18) is usually referred to non-homogenous spatial Poisson model
[Campodonico, 1992] because the defect occurrence rate A(xl,x 2) changes with usage
level.
Proof: As n becomes very large2 and n>>k
(4.19)nL(xk )x(xx2) )kqx )k [A(xl, x,)L(x,)] k
= k! . x(XIx2 k!
(4.20)
In addition, define A(x) = nhx(x) as the expected rate of defects per mile at the usage
levelx. From equation (4.13),
-1 'X2 (u)du
qx(xl, x2)=l-e n X / -1 X2(u)du
n X 1
(4.21)
(4.22)A(X1 , X2 ) = nqx (x 1 ,x 2 ) 2 (()dul
1
The above approximation is valid only if the value of the integral is very small. In
practice, the observed number of defects per mile per year is usually less 5, in other words,
2 Since all rails are continuously welded, any portion of a continuous rail can be viewed as
an individual rail (for rails with the same properties). In fact, a defected rail is cut off by
only a portion of a rail, therefore, the number of rails in one mile should be set to a large
number such that there will be at most one defect in a rail.
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[1-qx(xj XAn x)- [1 - q(xl, X2A L1 , = [1 - A(xi 1. X2 / n] n~l
=_ e-A(xl, X2)L(xl)
the estimated hazard rate in equation (4.21) is often very small for a large n. Thus, the
approximation is appropriate for empirical studies.
It should be noted that X(x) or A(xl,x 2) would not be affected by the value of n in
the model calibration. On the other hand, the value of hx(x) or qx(xl, x,) would be
smaller if a larger n value is used. Therefore, model calibration would be based upon X(x)
or A(xl,x 2), not hx(x) or q(x,, x2 ), such that the value of n will not affect the
estimation results.
4.2.3 Spatial Poisson Model with Multiple Types of Defects
This section further derives the spatial Poisson model with multiple types of defects.
Definition:
3 (x)= nhx' (x) = the expected occurrence rate of type i defects per mile at usage
I
level x, such that X(x) = (x),
i=l
' (x l ,x2 ) = the expected number of type i defects per mile during [xl, x ], such that
A(x, , 2) = (A'(x,x2).
i=l
By definmition'and the approximation in equation (4.21),
fSx (u)h (u)du
qx (XI, X2)=. X1 SJ - X hx(u)du (4.23)
S x (x1 )
The approximation is valid only if Sx (x; )= Sx(x 2 ), i.e., the change in survival function is
small during [x,, x2]. By the same reasoning, equation (4.14) can be approximated as:
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fSx (u)h' ()du
q(xx 2)= f ( ) xf 2h (u)du=jx2 (u)du (4.24)Sx(x,) X hn(u)du = x I
Therefore,
Ai(x1,x 2) = nqtl(xl,x 2) =X2 ;(u)du (4.25)
Then, equation (4.16) becomes: (2 (u)du
P(D'I D;x, x2)= q(x-,x 2)_ 2 (4.26)qx(xl,x2) =, Jx2( )d
Definitions:
k= the number of type i defects, such that k = k,
i=l
k = [k,... ki, ... ,k'], the vector of number of defects for all defect types,
P(klL(xl),x,,x 2) = the probability of having k defects during usage period [x,, x 2]
given segment length L(x 1),
P(klk;L(xI),x 1,x 2) = the conditional probability of having k defects given that k
defects occurred during the usage period [xI, x ] given segment length L(xl),
P(Di;x,,x 2) = the probability of having a type i defect during usage period [x,, x2].
As a result,
P(k L(x),xl,x 2) = P(klk;L(xl),xl,x2)P(kL(x l),xl,,x2) (4.27)
Given that k defects occur, the probability of observing a vector of k failures with
different failure types is similar to the probability of having k trials with multiple outcomes.
The outcome of each trial is a defect type and the probability of the outcome is the
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conditional probability of the defect type. Thus, applying the multinomial distribution
produces:
P(kk;xx2 )= 'k! fP(D;xlx 2 )k (4.28)fki!
By substituting equation (4.26) in equation (4.28) and by definition of A i (x,,x 2) gives:
P(klk; xI, x2 )= - _( A(xl,x 2 )) (4.29)
Combining equations (4.18) and (4.29) produces:
P(klL(x,), xx2) =[L(xl, x)L( k e-L(x x2)L(x,) k! ,((x,xt 2) k)k! ki L(xX,x2)Uk!
[A(xisx2)L(xl)]ki - Ai( x ·x 2) L( x )= P(kqL(x),xx2) (30)
Equation (4.30) is exactly the product of I Poisson processes. In other words, the
processes of generating different types of failures during the usage period [x,, x2] are
independent Poisson Processes.
4.2.4 Model with Censored Defect Records
Since the data collection period may begin after some rail segments were laid, defect
records for the early usage period were not included, i.e., the rail defect data were left-
censored. On the other hand, some rails may not have failed as of the end of the data
collection period at year T, i.e., the rail defect data were right-censored. Therefore, rail
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defect data can be partitioned into four categories: the uncensored, the left-censored, the
right-censored, and the left-and-right-censored.
Likelihood Function for Cersored Panel Data
Since defect data consist of cross-section and time-series records of failed rails, thus,
defect data are often referred to discrete panel data [Heckman, pp. 1149 1990]. The
likelihood function for panel data is a product of probabilties of failure for all time periods
and for all locations.
The followings show the likelihood functions with the inclusion of censoring bias for
any rail that belongs to the above four groups of rail defect records.
Data collection period began before the rail was laid
1) uncensored: the rail failed at year t before the end of data collection period in year T
P(x,, 1- X < x,) = [1-qx(O, x)][l-qx(xl,X 2)]...[l- qx(-2,x,-l)]qx(x,-,x,) (4.31)
2) right-censored: the rail survived at the end of data collection period at year T
P(X > XT) = [1-qx(O, x,)[1-qx (xl, x2)]... 1-1- 9x (XT-I ,XTr) (4.32)
Data collection period began after the rail was laid in v year
3) left-censored: the rail had survived up to year v and failed at year t before year T
P(x X < xIX > x)= [1- x(O, x)].. .[l- x(x, ,,)]... qx)...x(x,t)
Sx(x,,)
= [1- qx(x,,,X.+1)] ... qx(,-I,x,) (4.33)
4) left- and-right-censored: the rail had survived at year v and still survived at year T
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P- -qx x)x][) [l l-qx(xl,2)] ...[1-qx(xT-l,XT)]P(X >xrlX > xV)=
Sx(Xv)
= [1-qx q(xx, 1)]... [1- qx (XT-l,xT)] (4.34)
Similar formulation is also used in Gilbert's study [1992]. If rails are discrete, then the
likelihood function of observing all defect records can be computed as the product of the
above four groups of probabilities. The following will show that, with the aggregation of
rails into rail segment, the likelihood function for the spatial rail fatigue model can still be
formulated to correct for the censored data.
Definition:
m = the rail segment index,
M = the total number of rail segments,
t = the year index,
L,, = the length of rail segment m at the end of year t, in miles,
x,, = the cumulative MGT for rail segment in at the end of year t,
kmt = the observed number of defects for rail segment m during [x,,,_, ,x,,,],
k i = the observed number of type i defects for rail segment m during [x,,,, xm,],
T(m) = the ending year of data collection period for rail segment n,
v(m) = the beginning year of data collection period for rail segment inm.
The log likelihood function of observing sequences of defects from all locations
during the data collection period becomes:
£=_ r "ln[P(km,lLm, l,x,,,.x 11,)] (4.35)
m= I1 t=v(ni)
Rewritting equations (4.17) produces:
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P(km, Lm(.i-, nxnt- ,x, ) = (n-~)q (xnt x,.- )km [1- qx (xI , xI.J- )]nL ' . -l - k t
If v(m) = 1, then according to equations (4.31) and (4.32), equation (4.35) consists of
the probability of observing all the rails that failed before T(m) (i.e., uncensored) and those
still surviving at T(m) (i.e., right-censored); on the other hand, if v(m) > 1, then based on
equations (4.33) and (4.34), equation (4.35) includes the probability of observing all the
rails that survived at v(m) and failed before T(m) (i.e., left censored) and those survived at
v(m) and still surviving at T(m) (i.e., right-and-left censored).
Based on equation (4.30), the log likelihood function of observing sequences of
failures for all defect types from all locations during the data collection period becomes:
M T(m) 
:=, I ln[P(kt,ILm,_l,xmtI_,xmm)] (4.36)
m=lt=v(0m) =l
4.3 Specification of Functional Form
The rail fatigue model is specified in three aspects: 1) the probability of a rail being in
TD (or SH) defect regimes; 2) inclusion of explanatory variables, such as maintenance
policies, operational activities, track geometry, metallurgy, etc., with the consideration of
dynamic effects (variables such as wear rate and wheel load may change over time); and .3)
the inclusion of a specific failure distribution (such as the Weibull distribution).
4.3.1 Stochastic Threshold for Defect Regimes
As mentioned in section 4.1, split head defects and transverse defects may appear in
two different regimes, for example, one type of defect may be found mostly in the early
usage period while the other type of defect may only appear in old rails. The overall
hazard rate for model 2 is a weighted average of two conditional hazard functions, i.e.,
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h(x ) = h,D(X )P(TD1x)+hx,sn(x)P(SHIx) (4.37)
Define:
X'h= the usage threshold of defect-type regime, a random variable,
if x > X" , then the defect regime is type 1, otherwise the regime is type 2.
Then, for a stochastic threshold, the probability of a rail being in type 1 defect regime
becomes:
P(type llx) = P(x 2> X"')= F., (x) (4.38)
where Fx (x) is the CDF of X'h evaluated atx. Equation (4.11) becomes:
hx (x) = h , (x)Fx~ (x)+ h,,(x)[l - F,, (x)] (4.39)
By definition,
X(x) = nhk,,(X)Fx,, (x)+ nhx,,y 2(x)[l - Fx,, (x)]
Denoting xth,, (x) = nhxly,(x), then,
7(X) = Xlc I (x)Fxk (X) + XXt 2 (x)[ 1 - F,, (x)] (4.40)
4.3.2 Model with Dynamic Explanatory Variables
The hazard functions derived so far are only functions of cumulative usage level x.
However, other variables, such as maintenance, metallurgy, and operation activities can
affect the parameters of hazard functions. Moreover, these variables may change over
time. Therefore,the probability of having a defect during any period may be affected not
only by the current condition of these variables, but also by the history of these variables.
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This section will start from the formulation of hazard function with dynamic variables,
then applies the new hazard function to the model derived in the previous sections.
Definitions:
Z,,, = metallurgy, maintenance, and operation activities for segment m during year t,
Z,,, = the matrix of Z for rail segment m from the beginning to the end of year t,
Sx(x,,,;Z,,) = the survival function for rail segment m at the end of year t as a
function of Zm,
Assuming that the hazard rate only depends current conditions [Gilbert, 1992], i.e.,
hx (x,,; Z, )= hTD (Xmt,; Z,,, ) + h (X.,;Z,,,) (4.41)
Further assuming that the value of Zm, changes at most once a year, by definition, the
overall survival function and the PDF become:
JXn~
fx (Xm; ZZm,) = hx (x.,; Z )Sx (x,,; Z, 1 )
= hx(xm;Zat)exp-A m hx(;m)du] (4.42)
In other words, the survival function and the PDF become functions of the history of
explanatory variables even if the hazard rate is independent of past conditions. Therefore,
this formulation satisfies the a priori that the probability of failure depends on the history
of explanatory variables.
Define the probability of having a defect in a rail conditional on surviving at x,,.,_
during the period [Xm.,_, x,,, ] for which the conditions change from Z,,,., to Z,,,, to be:
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Sx (Xm(,xt;Zm,
.
, ) - Sx (x ., ;Z)
Combining equtions (4.42)and (4;Z43) produces:
Combining equations (4.42) and (4.43) produces:
S (Xm; Zmt)
SX (=.,t4" Zm..- )
= 1-exp[- x ' 
I m tXm-I
hx (u; Zm,)du]
(; Zmg )du] _ fXmt
n Xm-l
(u;Zm,)du (4.44)
By using equation (4.44), the expected number of defects per mile fr this period
becomes:
(xm,- ;Zmt) = nqx (Xm,_,xmt,; Zmt) = n
Xm.t-l
X((u; Zm, )du
Therefore, equations (4.44) and (4.45) show that the hazard rate and defect rate from year
t-l to t would be affected only by the current conditions Z,, not Z,,m. Furthermore, if the
usage period [x,,, x,,, ] is short, equation (4.45) can be approximated as:
Ix mt (u;ZZ)du= X(m,;Zm,)(xmt-Xm,_l)
xmt-I
(4.46)
where x., is a mid-value in the range [xm,,_,, x]. As a result, the probability of having
kZ, defects in L,,-_ miles given the condition Z,,,, during this period becomes:
P(k, I Lt,,.t- x,,_f, x; Zmt )
- IX(im,; Z, )(Xm, - XM,_)L.I_l ] m'
_ t
Then based on equation (4.30),
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(4.43)
(4.45)
-(5MF= ,;Zm )(Xmt -Xm.,_1)L .,-l (4.47)
qx (mt-1, x.,; Z.,) = 1
= I -exp[-- I "
n .1-1--
m=~~~~~~ ~~lI
P(ki, I Lm.,_1, Xm,.,t_., Xmt; Zng) = __ P I(k,,1 Lt..., Xj.., Xt; Zm)
e log likelihxm; mtood fu(mctXmion o)Lmf hav]kingt equences;(x of k, from al-l locations for a types o4.48)
The log likelihood function of having sequences of km, from all locations for all types of
defects during the data collection period becomes:
2=; I; ,ln[P(IklLm~, . , X ,xm,;Zm ) (4.49)
m=1 t=v(m) i=
4.3.3 Inclusion of Failure Distributions
As discussed in Chapter 2, the Weibull distribution is the most commonly used failure
distribution for reliability analysis. Thus, this section formulates the rail fatigue model
with the Weibull distribution. The hazard rate of the Weibull distribution is as follows (see
Appendix C):
(x) = for a (4.50)hx (x)= for a>0, 13>0, x>0 (4.50)
cc and 1 are usually referred to as the shape parameter and the scale parameter
respectively and both of them should be positive so that the hazard rate is positive. Based
on previous empirical studies [AAR, 1988], the values of oa and 13 vary for different
locations with different conditions. Both parameters may be functions of explanatory
variables Z. But, most of the fitted values of a obtained from previous studies range from
2 to 3. Therefore, the variation of a is small.
As a result, the following formulation assumes that a is a constant across all locations
while 3 is a function of Z. In addition, both parameters vary for different types of fatigue
failures. Combining equation (4.50) and equation (4.41) produces:
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hx(xm;Zm) = Ihx;(x;Zjo-,) = (Z ).1
i=1 i=1 pi (Zlr.a)
For the case of two defect types, TD and SH, the expected occurrence rate of new
defects per mile becomes:
X(x,; Zmt) = nhx (Xm; Zm, ) = AP (X,;Z 1, ) +X A (m,;Z, ) (4.52)
where
i or -1
nao Xmt
)X/(Xm,; Z.,)= '(zx_)
(Zm ) ° '
(4.53)
Let
' (Zm )a' = exp[-' - Zm,b'] (4.54)
such that > 0, where
bi = the vector of model parameters for explanatory variables Z in the 1 function,
c = the constant term in the 13 function.
Thus,
'(x,,;Z,) = exp[lnn+ ln a' + Z,b' +(a' - 1)nx,,,]
= exp[c' + Z,b' + a'i n xm, ]
where
a' = a' - 1 > -1, the parameter of xm, in the defect rate function,
c = in n + n a - 'c, the transformed constant term in the defect rate function..
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(4.55)
4.51)
Model i:
It should be noted that the number of rails per mile n is part of the constant term c'tY"
and cannot be identified. In other words, n can be set as any arbitrary value.
In order t satisfy the properties of the Weibull distribution, x has to be a positive
variable. However, there is no restriction on explanatory variables Z, thus, a linear or log-
linear form of these explanatory variables are all valid model specifications.
Model 2:
Assuming that the CDF of the TD-SH usage threshold follows Logistic Distribution
so that
P(X < x_ ) = P(Zt + Zm,b +m, < XMI)
-- 1 1 f ,(4.56)
1 + exp[-ah(-Cth - Z th + Xmt )] 1+ expl-c'h -Z,,,b ah x", 
where
ath > 0, the scale parameter of the logi'stic distribution,
cth = the constant term in the TD-SH usage threshold function,
bth = the vector of parameters for Z in the TD-SH usage threshold function,
cth = -athcth = the transformed constant term in the CDF of X'",
b' = -a'hb h.= the transformed vector of parameters for Z in the CDF of X"'.
Assuming that the conditional hazard rates have the same form as the hazard rates in
model 1. Then, the expected occurrence rate of new defects per mile for model 2
becomes:
Z= 2axi xm;Zm)-= exp[c + Zmfb + a' In x,, ](jx";) =i ( s i=1 1 + exp[(-1)i(c" + Z,,,b + n Xm,, )]
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4.4 Summary
This Chapter first derives the fatigue model for a multiple types of defects, then
develops the model for discrete usage periods and continuous space. As a result, the
defect occurrence pattern is formulated as a Spatial Poisson model with the parameter A,
i.e., defects per mile. The hazard rate is then no longer in the objective function of model
calibration, instead, the defect rate would be used for model calibration.
Next, the dynamic operation and maintenance conditions and the Weibull distribution
are included into the model specification. Based on equation (4.42), the survival function
contains the effects of historical conditions while the hazard function is, shown to be
dependent only on current conditions. As a result, the defect rate for the model calibration
only depends on the current conditions.
There are two functional forms specified for the defect rate:
Model 1:
2
X(xm,;Zmt) = Xexpc' + Zm,b' +a' n x,,,]
i=l
Model 2:
(X.I; Z.,) _ exp[c + Z,,,b' + a' In x,t]
i=l 1 + exp[(-1) (c + Z..,b +a x., )]
where
x,,, = the usage level for rail segment mn at the end of year t, measured in cumulative
MGT,
Z,,, = the vector of explanatory variables, such as materials, maintenance, and
operation activities for rail segment m at year t,
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a', b i, c = the model parameters for type i defect in the defect rate functions,
a fh, bth, Cth = the model parameters in the CDF of the TD-SH usage threshold.
It should be noted that the integrals of the deifect rate in model 2 does not have a
closed form. Thus, A (x.,_ x,,, ; Zm,), the expected number of defects for the period
[Xm,_I X,,,] would be computed numerically. The log likelihood function for the
estimation of the rail fatigue model is as follows:
m=lt=V(m) i=l
=fi A, t{k m, ln[Ai(xm.,-.xm,;Zmt)L.n,-l]- ln(ki,,, !)- Ai(x,,,-.xZ,,,Z,)L,.,-}(4.58)
m=lt=v(m) i=1
where,
Ai (XmjlXmt;Zm) = x mt (u; Zmt )du (Xm ;Z)(Xmt - Xm._,)
km, = the number of defects for type i defects for rail segment m during [x,,, ,, ,,,],
M = the total number of rail segments,
T(m), v(m) = the ending and beginning year of data collection for rail segment m.
The above approximation of A (x,, , x,,,; Z,,,) is valid if the period [x,,,,_ , x,,,, ] is short.
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Chapter 5: Data Collection and Analysis
5.1 Assessment of Data Availability and Characteristics
Table 5.1 highlights the availability and characteristics of the data needed to be
collected for rail fatigue analysis in the field data and the Phoenix output. Primarily, Table
5.1 shows that explanatory variables such as rail and wheel contact profiles are not
available in the field data; on the other hand, curvature, speed, and grinding rate are
excluded in the Phoenix model output. Table 5.1 also shows that the explanatory
variables in the Phoenix data are in steady state (i.e., static) while the variables in the field
data may change over time (i.e., dynamic). A detailed discussion is shown below.
Assessment of Availability
1) Grinding
Rail head wear is caused by grinding practices and natural wear due to repetitive
loading. The purpose of grinding is to maintain proper shape of rail head to achieve the
desired contact profile between rail and wheel and to remove surface defects. However,
grinding is not a separate factor in the Phoenix data since rail head wear is simulated as
removal of rail material while maintaining the original shape of rail head. In other words,
the Phoenix model assumes that grinding is taking place all the time to maintain the
original rail profile. As a result, the wear rate accounts for both natural wear and grinding.
On the other hand, grinding and natural wear can be separated in the field data. It is
important to separate grinding from total rail wear in the field data because grinding
affects the shape of rail head in the field. Ungrounded rails may have more defects due to
poor contact between rail and wheel resulted from unfitted rail shape. But, grinding
practices are not widespread in all railroads, thus, grinding information is often very
limited in the field data.
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Table 5.1 Data Availability and Characteristics in Both Data Sets
Variables Field Data Phoenix Output
traffic characteristics
MGT
wheel load
recorded annually
dynamic, by car type
model predictions for
various failure rates
static
deterioration due to usage
rail head wear rate
material
rail metallurgy
maintenance:
freq. and amount of grinding
freq. and amount of lubrication
often not available
often not available
not available
not available
not available
factors affecting rail and wheel contact area
rail crown radius often not available
wheel profile radius often not available
-z operating speed dynamic
wheel size often one size
static
static
not available
static
defect record
fatigue index
defect type
number of defects
known
,,percent failed rails
not available
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dynamic static
static static
curvature static
I-I- -- , _,,= I
2) Contact Rail and Wheel Profiles
The Phoenix model simulates rail fatigue failure based on given contact wheel and rail
profile radii, however, the contact profiles cannot be directly measured from the field.
3) Curvature and Speed
Both speed and curvature affect the contact area between rail 'and wheel. In addition,
speed affects the dynamic load applied to rails and curvature affects the wear on rail gage
face. As a result, speed and curvature are important variables in the field data. But, since
wheel load, gage wear, and contact profiles are specified in the Phoenix model, speed and
curvature are not included as input variables.
4) Lubrication
The purpose of lubrication is to reduce the friction between rail and wheel and to
decrease rail wear. But, this practice is not widespread in railroads and is not included as
input to the Phoenix model.
Maior Distinctions
Some of the differences between two data sources are revealed in the assessment of
data availability, other distinctions are:
1) The defect records in the field data are number of defects and are collected
annually. On the other hand, the Phoenix model predicts the cumulative- MGT when a
given percentage of rails begin to develop cracks inside the rail heads. As a result, the
Phoenix model cannot predict defect type which depends on the directions in which these
cracks grow.
2) The operation-related variables, such as traffic mix, speed, and rail head wear rate
are dynamic variables that might change over time in the field data while all variables in
the Phoenix data are steady state.
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5.2 Description of Collected Data
5.2.1 Generation of Phoenix Data
In order to obtain laboratory results so that the time for conducting experiments is
minimized and the resources are best utilized, it is necessary to design an optimal set of
experiments. This procedure is known as factorial design. The construction of an
efficient set of experiments had been proposed by Cheng [1990]. A fatorial design may
require a very large number of experiments. Therefore, it is often necessary to apply
factorial designs that select an optimal fraction of experiments from the full factorial.
However, the data that represent laboratory results for rail fatigue analysis were
generated by running the Phoenix model version 7 with a sequence of computer
commands, not by conducting the actual experiments, and the running time of the
Phoenix model is short, therefore, it is not necessary to apply a fractional factorial design
for generating the Phoenix data.
A factorial design has two elements: factors and levels. In the Phoenix data, the
input variables can be viewed as factors and the selected values of each input variable
can be viewed as levels. Each combination of factor levels represent an 'experiment' in
the Phoenix model, then based on the S/N curves, the outcomes of each experiment are
the predictions of fatigue lives for four failure rates (i.e., 1%, 5%, 10%, and 20%). Table
5.2 lists the factors and levels of the Phoenix data. The total number of 'experiments' is
2016.
The ranges of these input variables reflect the actual condition in the field. For
example, 11,000 pound wheel load is for empty car and 41,000 pound wheel load is for
loaded heavy unit car; the 250 rail hardness is for standard rail and the 37() rail hardness
is for super premium rail, etc.
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In addition, the wheel size is set as 18 inches because it is the size for most wheels
used in railroads. The wear limit for calculating rail wear life is set as 30% of rail head
area, which is a typical maintenance standard used by railroads. Other factors such as
foundation strength, residual strength, and endurance stress are unknown in the field data
and there is no other information to capture these factors, therefore, default values are
used for the data generation.
Table 5.2: Factors and Levels of Phoenix Data
5.2.2 Acquisition of Field Data
The field data used in the case study come from a Northern American railroad
company. The data cover about 800 miles of track of which 35% are curves. Three types
of data files have been collected: 1) wear data; 2) historical traffic data; and 3) defect
records. The time periods covered in the above data vary, for example, the defect data
were collected from 1985 to 1991, the traffic files provided a breakdown of annual
tonnage from 1980 to 1990, and the rail head wear data were measured only in 1990 and
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Factors Levels Units Dimension
wheel load 11, 21, 25, 29, 33, 36, and 41 1000 pounds 7
Brinell Hardness Number 250, 300, 340, and 370 4
wear rate 0.01, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, mm/100 MGT 9
2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0
rail weight 115 and 136 pounds/yard 2
rail crown radius 115 rail: 10 as new, 20 as worn inches 2
136 rail: 14 as new, 20 as worn
wheel profile radius 1000 as new wheel inches 2
-30 as worn wheel
1991. The field data were collected from five divisions of track. Each division represents
a different location. The following is a description of the data.
1) Frequency and Amount of Grinding
The grinding frequencies vary among the five divisions of track. One division has
never been ground; two divisions have been ground twice a year on curves only with two
passes per trip since 1981. The last two divisions have been ground four times a year with
one pass per trip, both curves and tangent track were ground. Each pass removes just
under 1/4 mm, and the total grinding loss per year is between 3/4 to 1 mm.
2) Defect Records and Metallurgy
Each record of defect information gives the location, defect type, rail weight and
hardness, curvature, years when rail was laid and defect was detected, accumulated
tonnage, operation speed, and method of detection. The total accumulated tonnage is
partitioned by three types of cars: freight car, express car, or passenger car. A wheel load
range for each types of car is also given in,the data.
3) Rail Head Wear
The wear data files provide information on the amount of metal loss in the head of the
rail due to wear and grinding. The vertical and horizontal loss (head and gauge
respectively) are'given in mm for both the left and the right rails. The accuracy of each of
these readings is within 1 mm. These measurements were obtained from an-electronic rail
profile measurement system.
Each record in the files contains head wear measurements on left and right rails for a
segment of track. The length of a segment in the wear data ranges from 0.01 mile to less
than 0.5 mile. The values of rail wear are measured as follows: first, a sensor device took
head and flange measurements every 20 feet, then, the computer program that processed
the data calculated an average of the readings over a moving window of six readings, and
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finally, the worst average found in the segment was recorded as the value of rail wear.
Since the recorded rail wear is not the average wear in a segment, rail wear data are
subject to measurement errors.
In addition, rail wear data were measured only in 1990 and 1991, the changes of rail
wear in previous years are unknown. Therefore, the wear rate excluding grinding for the
entire usage period will be assumed constant if the operation conditions during this period
did not vary significantly.
4) Historical Tonnage and Wheel Load Information
Although the accumulated tonnage is given in the defect files, a breakdown of annual
tonnage from 1980 to 1990 is available in the historical tonnage data files. Since most
rails in the data were laid before 1980, this file cannot be used to calculate accumulated
tonnage. However, it can be used to obtain a breakdown of the traffic by axle loads.
5.3 Model Formulation for Different Data Sources
Because the nature of the field data and the Phoenix data are different, the model
formulations for both data sources are also different. For instance, the defect types are
unknown in the Phoenix data, but known in the field data. Moreover, field data contain
number of defects for any annual MGT interval while Phoenix model predicts cumulative
MGT under a given percent failed rails. To reconcile the differences between two data
sources, data transformation or processing is needed. The following is a detailed
description of both data sources after the appropriate transformation.
1. Transformed Phoenix Data
Because the Phoenix model does not predict number of defects for a given usage
period but the cumulative MGT reaching a given percent of failure, a direct model
formulation for the Phoenix data is based on the survival function, i.e.,
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S(Xmj ;Zm) = exp[ -J0" h(u;Zm )du] (5.1)
where
Z, = the explanatory variables at the m-th simulation,
xmi = the predicted cumulative MOGT given Z, when fj rails. failed,
h(x ;Zm) = the hazard function at xmi given Z.,
S(x~ ;Z) = the probability of survival at xm given Zm.
The observed survival function is 1 - f (f = 1%, 5%, 10%, and 20% failed rails for
j = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively) in the Phoenix data, then equation (5.1) can be written as
follows:
1- f = exp[-J i h(u;Zm Z;5)du + (5.2)
where h(xmj ;Zm ;J) is the hazard rate at xmj given condition Z,, and (.
As a result, equation (5.2) becomes a nonlinear equation with the dependent variable
1-fi and the explanatory variables xmj and Z,.
The other option is to transform the Phoenix data such that the fatigue model derived
in Chapter 4 can be directly applied to the Phoenix data. In other words, the life
percentiles can be transformed into number of defects per mile; the difference of the
predicted MGT between two consecutive life percentiles can be interpreted as a usage
interval.
Definition:
Lj = the segment length for the survival rails, where L is the length for new rails,
= (1- f )L, where L is an arbitrary segment length,
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ki = the number of defects given segment length L during [x",j-, ,,,, ],
= 271(fj - fj, )L defects per mile specified by the Phoenix model'.
The Phoenix data can be transfonned as follows:
Given that the explanatory variables remain unchanged from one period to another,
and the defect types are unknown in the Phoenix model output, the probability of having
k defects during the usage period [x,.i_,, x,i ] based on equations (4.22) is a Poisson
Process with the expected number of defects per mile A(x,mj_.i Xmji ; Z m ) i.e.,
P(kiLix,,,.ilxm;Z,) =- [A(x.,-, 1,,x",¢;Z")L -l]kl e-A(xm,.ji_ l,x,,;Z,,,)L,_lIi. (5.3)
The log likelihood function for the Phoenix output is:
M 4£ = _ . ll[P(ki Lj , xmj.,x rxj; Zm)]
m=l j=I
(5.4)
Compared to the time-series and cross-section field data, there is no location or time
involved in the Phoenix data. However, the explanatory variables at each simulation can
i Because the failure rates are fixed, the number of defects k during the period .[x, j_,,
Xmi] is independent of the simulation condition Z,. In addition, the Phoenix model uses
39 feet as the length of a rail, therefore, there are 271 rails per mile.
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no. of defects usage period segment length input variables
2.71(I1-O)L [0, XmI] L Z
2.71(5-1)L [x,,,~, X, 2] = L(l -0.01) Z,,,
2.71(10-5)L [Xm2 X, 3 ] /L = L(1-0.05) Zm
2.71(20-10O)L [xm 3 Xm4] = L(I-0.1) Z
be viewed as the condition for a rail segment, and the predicted cumulative MGT for four
percentiles can be viewed as the cumulative MGT for four usage periods.
It should be noted that the initial segment length L is set the same for all
simulations. Appendix G proves that the first order condition of equation (5.4) will not be
affected by the scale of L. In other words, the estimation result is independent of L.
However, L should be set to a value such that the computation of equation (5.3) would
not cause numerical overflow.
Furthermore, Appendix G also shows the first order condition for equation (5.2) if the
non-linear least squares method is used. Since the first order conditions for both
formulations are not the same, the estimated results could be different.
2. Processed Field Data
Because the information of defect records for the field data are captured in different
types of files, data processing is needed to, organize the field data in order to estimate the
likelihood function described in equation (4.44). The likelihood function for the field data
is a product of the probability of having k type i defects during year t on segment in.
P(kL,..,xt.i ,Z) = [Ai (x,,,, .x,,,,; Z  )L, l k eAi
(5.5)
where
Zmt = the explanatory variables for rail segment m at year t,
xmt = the cumulative MGT for rail segment m at year t,
Lm = the segment length for rail segment m at year t,
k, = the number of type i (i.e., TD or SH) defects for rail segment in at year t.
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As a result, the processed field data should contain the following information:
for t = 1, 2, ..., T(m), where T(m) is the total number of time periods for rail segment i.
It should be noted that each defect was repaired by cutting off the defective portion
and replaced it by a small piece of new rail, therefore, the change of segment length dule to
defect repair is negligible. On the other hand, if a rail segment had high defect rate, then
the entire segment might be replaced by new rails. The information regardirig rail segment
replacement is not included in current estimation. The data used for the estimation only
contain information on survival segments and renewed segments. Therefore, segment
lengths appeared in the field data was assumed constant over the data collection period.
The field data processing is shown in Appendix H.
5.4 Data Statistics
This section describes some of the basic data statistics for both data sources to reveal:
1) the means, variances and ranges of all variables; 2) the correlation between number of
defects and explanatory variables; and 3) the annual defect rates from several large
aggregated segments of the field data with various track conditions. This analysis is
helpful for understanding how maintenance, track geometry, and material properties affect
defect rate.
5.4.1 Descriptive Statistics
1) Phoenix Data
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number of defects segment length cumulative MGT explanatory variables
| k , kSH Lntri Xmii- , Xl. Zmt
Although there are about 8000 simulations generated by the Phoenix model, many
outcomes of Phoenix runs do not predict 1% or more fatigue failures to occur prior to
reaching the'2000 MGT limit or the MGT limits set by the wear limit. As a result, only
1549 simulation outcomes are used for the estimation of the fatigue model. It should be
noted that the Phoenix model is a deterministic model, therefore, the estimation using the
partial generated results should not be viewed as sampling bias. The means, variances,
and ranges of all variables in the Phoenix data are shown in Table .5.3.
Table 5.3: Descriptive Statistics of the Phoenix Model Output
Variable
cumMGT 2
wheel load
wear rate
BHN3
rail weight
crown radius4
wheel profile5
% failure
dMGT6
Units
MGT
1000 lb.
mm/100 MGT
lb. per yard
MGT
Number of Observations: 1549
2 cumulative MGT.
3 rinell Hardness Number.
4 dummy variable, 1 if new, 0 if worn.
5 dummy variable, 1 if new, 0 if worn.
6 the differences of cumulative MGT between two consecutive life percentiles.
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Mean
596.29
32.10
0.97
282.81
125.25
0.68
0.62
3.47
357.60
Std. Dev.
455.47
8.35
0.96
40.17
10.50
0.47
0.48
2.81
306.87
Minimum
77.22
11
0.01
250
115
0
1
45.07
Maximum
1995.33
41
4.0
370
136
1
1
10
1985.41
:
2) Field Data
There are about 1000 segments and 700 miles of track contained in the field data.
The breakdown between tangent segments and curves is about 0.65: 0.35. It is also
notable that the range of wheel load is very narrow, and the coefficient of variance, i.e.,
standard deviation over mean, is less than 4%. As a result, the estimated coefficient for
wheel load may not be reliable. The means, variances, and ranges of all variables in the
field data are shown in Table 5.4.
Because the initial defects, which developed in the very early usage period, are not
considered to be fatigue related defects, the field data used for model estimation should
not include records of initial defects. As a result, defects occurring before 25 cumulative
MGT (about 1 to 2 years of usage) are excluded from-. Ie field data.
In addition, the maximum wear rate in the data was 15.8. However, the measurement
of extremely high wear rates was taken from new rails with short length and high wear
loss, which may have been be measured at points of joint, engine burn, or surface
arrogation. The high wear rate may also have been due to measurement error. Since the
reasonable range of wear rate should be between 0 to 4, the wear rate was set to be at
most 10 mm per 100 MGT to correct the measurement bias.
5.4.2 Correlation Statistics
The purpose of correlation analysis is two-fold: 1) to show the correlation between
explanatory variables and the number of defects (or percent failure); and 2) to show the
correlation among explanatory variables. A strong correlation between explanatory
variables and the number of defects may imply a strong defect causal relationship.
However, if explanatory variables are strongly correlated with each other, the estimated
coefficients will be insignificant due to the collinearity of explanatory variables.
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Table 5.4: Descriptive Statistics of the Field Data
Variable
segment length
net wear rate7
rail weight
BHN 8
curvature
number of TD
number of SH
cumMGT
speed
wheel load
annual MGT
grinding rate
frequency 9
Units
miles
mm/100 MGT
lb. per yard
degree
MGT
miles/hour
1000 lb.
MGT
mm/100 MGT
times/year
Number of Observations: 5846
1) Phoenix Data
The result o data correlation is shown in Table 5.5 and the high-lighted column is the
correlation between dependent variable and explanatory variables. The correlation
7 the wear rate after the deduction of grinding.
8 The rail Brinell hardness number for the same type of rail varies in a given range. The
average value was used for each type of rail for model estimation.
9 the grinding frequency per year.
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Mean
0.70
1.52
128.44
285.97
1.53
0.067
0.088
203.78
42.12
26.28
29.34
0.67
1.18
Std..Dev,
'1.03
1.28
12.79
33.05
2.04
0.33
0.35
127.97
8.14
0.97
16.13
1.26
1.81
Minimum
0.1
0.01
'100
250
;0
0
0
25.0
15
23.4
2.27
0.00
0
Maximum
18.2
10
136
370
8
6
5
' 744.89
61
29.52
122.21
11.89
4
between failure rate and explanatory variables is consistent with the a priori expectation.
For example, MGT has a positive correlation while rail hardness (BHN) has a negative
correlation with failure rate. It is also notable that, as wear rate increases, the failure rate
decreases. However, the correlation between failure rates and the explanatory variables is
not as high as expected.
In addition, most of the explanatory variables are not correlated because all
explanatory variables are independent in the generation of the Phoenix data due to
factorial design. In other words, the estimated coefficients from the Phoenix data are
expected to be significant and reliable.
Table 5.5: The Correlation Matrix of the Phoenix Data
Var. MGT load wear BHN weight crown wheel % fail
MGT 1.00 -0.07 -0.48 0.55 -0.01 -0.30 -0.20 0.33
load 1.00 0.22 0.05 -0.02 -0.15 -0.11 .0.05
wear 1.00 -0.38 -0.02 0.05 0.04 -0.26
BHN 1.00 0.00 0.13 0.07 -0.15
weight 1.00 0.07 0.02 0.00
crown 1.00 -0.04 0.09
wheel 1.0(0 0.06
% fail 1.00
2) Field Data
The result is shown in Table 5.6 and the high-lighted columns are the correlation
between number of defects and explanatory variables. Compared to the Phoenix data, the
correlation among some explanatory variables are higher. For example, since the
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operating speeds on curves are usually slower, speed and curve have a significant negative
correlation. Rail hardness (BHN) and rail weight are also significantly correlated because
new rail is usually heavier and harder. In addition, cumulative MGT and wear rate also
have significant negative correlation because rail segments with higher wear rates will
reach the wear limit with lower MGT. In other words, segments with higher wear rates
would have shorter usage history.
It is also notable that the yearly number of TD and SH defects are not highly
correlated with any explanatory variables except cumulative MGT. This indicates that
yearly defects per mile may not be effectively predicted by these explanatory variables.
Table 5.6: The Correlation Matrix of the Field Data
Var. wear weight BHN curve MGT speed load freq. TD SH
wear 1.00 0.10 0.16 0.08 -0.42 -0.05 0.20 0.01 -0.07 -0.09
weight 1.00 0.52 -0.01 0.04 0.12 0.09 0.36 0.03 -0.09
BHN 1.00 0.31 -0.07 -0.20 0.29 0.34 -0.01 -0.06
curve 1.00 0.00 -0.42 0.18 0.21 -0.06 -0.05
MGT 1.00 0.01 -0.16 0.05 0.19 0.10
speed 1.00 -0.41 -0.23 0.04 0.01
load 1.00 0.20 -0.04 -0.07
freq. 1.00 -0.02 -0.05
TD 1.00 0.09
SH 1.00
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5.4.3 Defect Pattern in the Field Data
This section highlights the defect pattern along with the cumulative MGT for some
aggregated segments from all Divisions estimation. Because the segment lengths in the
processed field data are often less than one mile, the aggregated segments shown in the
following exhibitions are groups of segments with similar conditions. The purpose of this
demonstration is to show the overall picture of the relationship between defect rate and
other explanatory variables from a representative group of rail segments. Figure 5.1 to
Figure 5.5 show the defect pattern for five Divisions with various conditions.
Figure 5.1 shows that the number of defects per mile increases as wear rate increases.
It is also notable that, as cumulative MGT increases, the number of defects for the first
and third segments decreases after 1985 and 1986. The reduction of defect rates may
result from: 1) maintenance actions not captured in the current data had been taken after
1985 and 1986; 2) lower wear rates in the following years'°; and 3) exogenous factors not
included in the data, such as severe weather. As for curve versus tangent, the lower defect
rate shown in the curve segment might also result from lower wear rate.
The selected segments of Division 607 have the same type of rail, speed, and similar
tonnage. However, Figure 5.2 shows no strong correlation between number of defects
per mile and cumulative MGT. But, as wear rate increases, the number of defects per mile
also increases. In addition, the number of defects per mile on curve segment is about the
same as those on the other two tangent segments. Therefore, the defect pattern shown in
this Division is consistent with the conclusion from the correlation analysis.
10 The yearly wear rates are assumed constant due to the limitation of the current data,
however, the actual wear rates may vary from year to year.
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Figure 5.3 also shows no strong correlation between cumulative MGT and the
number of defects per mile. However, it is notable that the segment with better rail has
much less number of defects per mile than the other two segments. In addition, since the
first two segments have similar condition but different curvature and the number of defects
per mile on both segments are about the same, therefore, curvature doesn't appear to be a
significant factor for fatigue defects in this Division. As a result, the defect pattern shown
in this Division is also consistent with the conclusion from the correlation analysis.
Figure 5.4 shows that, as cumulative MGT increases, the number of defects on some
segments increases up to 1986 or 1987 then drops very sharply afterward. The reason for
the significant decrease should be caused by replacement of bad rails since the defect rates
of these segments had exceeded allowable defect limit. l Therefore, segments which did
not have defects after 500 MGT are assumed to be replaced. In other words, the data
used in the current estimation excluded observations which have no defect after 500
MGT.
In addition, Segments A, B and C are tangent track that have similar tonnage and rail
metallurgy with various wear rates, but the segment with higher wear rates have higher
defect rates. The same pattern is also found on curve segments D and E. As for the
comparison between curve and tangent, with similar metallurgy and wear rate, curve
segments D and G have higher defect rates than tangent segments B and F. In addition,
the grounded segments F, G, and H which appear to have lower defect rates also have
higher wear rates and much lower cumulative tonnage compared to the ungrounded
segments. Therefore, it is not clear whether grinding can significantly reduce defects.
" It is later confirmed by newly collected data received in July 1993 that these segments
were replaced in 1988.
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Similar to Figure 5.4, the defect patterns on some segments of Division 684 also show
significant reduction of defects after 1986 or 1987 and this should be caused by the
replacement of bad segments'2. Therefore, observations which have no defect after 500
MGT were also excluded for the current estimation. As for curve versus tangent, tangent
segment A and curve segment B have almost the same defect rates with similar tonnage,
metallurgy and wear rates. Both grounded segment C and ungrounded segment A have
similar tonnage and the same metallurgy, but segment C has higher defect rate than
segment A. The grounded segment D shows lower defect rates during the first two years
than the ungrounded segment B, however, segment D has better rail and lower tonnage
than segment B. Therefore, the hypothesis that grinding reduces defects cannot be
supported in this Division.
In conclusion, the major findings on the defect pattern of field data are: 1) cumulative
MGT does not show a strong positive correlation with defect rate; 2) as wear rate
increases, the number of defects per mile also increases; ) defect rates on curve segments
are about the same as on tangent segments; 4) there is no strong evidence yet to show that
grinding reduces defects; 5) the only significant factor is rail hardness; harder rail has
fewer defects.
Some segments of Divisions 613 and 684 which show significant reduction of defect
rates after 1986 or 1987 were assumed to be replaced due to high defect rates. In other
words, these segments were right-censored. The adjustment of the data was made. In
addition, TD and SH all occur at the same range of cumulative MGT, therefore, the
hypothesis that TD and SH occur in different defect regimes is not well supported by the
current field data.
12 It is also confirmed by the new data.
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A. segment length: 11.8 mile, tangent
rail weight: 115 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.4 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 230 MGT
annual MGT: 18-20 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-29
speed: 40 mph
laid year: 1971
Figure 5.1a: Defect Pattern for Division 402 on Segment A
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B. segment length: 25 mile, curve
rail weight: 115 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.28 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 230 MGT
annual MGT: 18-20 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-29
speed: 40 mph
laid year: 1971
Figure 5.lb: Defect Pattern for Division 402 on Segment B
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C. segment length: 15.8 mile, tangent
rail weight: 115 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.65 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 220 MGT
annual MGT: 17-20 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-29
speed: 32 mph
laid year: 1972
Figure 5.1c: Defect Pattern for Division 402 on Segment C
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D. segment length: 46.1 mile, tangent
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 300 BHN
wear rate: 0.23 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 410 MGT
annual MGT: 30-32 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-28
speed: 48 mph
laid year: 1970
Figure 5.1d: Defect Pattern for Division 402 on Segment D
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A. segment length: 23.7 mile, tangent
rail weight: 100 lb.
rail hardness: 250 BHN
wear rate: 0.54 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 140 MGT
annual MGT: 8-10 MGT
mean wheel load: 28-29
speed: 40 mph
laid year: 1959
Figure 5.2a: Defect Pattern for Division 607 on Segment A
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B. segment length: 6.2 mile, tangent
rail weight: 100 lb.
rail hardness: 250 BHN
wear rate: 1.3 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 140 MGT
annual MGT: 7-9 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-29
speed: 40 mph
laid year: 1960
Figure 5.2b: Defect Pattern for Division 607 on Segment B
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C. segment length: 4.77 mile, curve
rail weight: 100 lb.
rail hardness: 250 BHN
wear rate: 1.5 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 140 MGT
annual MGT: 8-10 MGT
mean wheel load: 28-29
speed: 40 mph
laid year: 1960
Figure 5.2c: Defect Pattern for Division 607 on Segment C
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A. segment length: 14.2 mile, tangent
rail weight: 136 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 1.47 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 30 MGT
annual MGT: 14-21 MGT
mean wheel load: 29
speed: 42 mph
laid year: 1982
Figure 5.3a: Defect Pattern for Division 681 on Segment A
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B. segment length: 13.1 mile, curve
rail weight: 136 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 1.4 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 30 MGT
annual MGT: 14-21 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-29
speed: 42 mph
laid year: 1982
Figure 5.3b: Defect Pattern for Division 681 on Segment B
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C. segment length: 18.3 mile, tangent
rail weight: 136 lb.
rail hardness: 340 BHN
wear rate: 3.14 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 21 MGT
annual MGT: 14-21 MGT
mean wheel load: 29
speed: 40 mph
laid year: 1983
Figure 5.3c: Defect Pattern for Division 681 on Segment C
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A. segment length: 19.0 mile, tangent
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.38 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 430 MGT
annual MGT: 30-50 MGT
mean wheel load: 26-28
speed: 50 mph
laid year: 1975
Figure 5.4a: Defect Pattern for Division 613 on Segment A
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B. segment length: 11.9 mile, tangent
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.47 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985. 390 MGT
annual MGT: 45-50 MGT
mean wheel load: 26-28
speed: 50 mph
laid year: 1976
Figure 5.4b: Defect Pattern for Division 613 on Segment B
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C. segment length: 23.6 mile, tangent
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.09 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 330 MGT
annual MGT: 30-50 MGT
mean wheel load: 26-28
speed: 50 mph
laid year: 1977
Figure 5.4c: Defect Pattern for Division 613 on Segment C
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D. segment length: 3.0 mile, curve
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.42 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 400 MGT
annual MGT: 40-50 MGT
mean wheel load: 26-28
speed: 51 mph
laid year: 1976
Figure 5.4d: Defect Pattern for Division 613 on Segment D
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E. segment length: 9.5 mile, curve
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.07 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 460 MGT
annual MGT: 35-55 MGT
mean wheel load: 26-28
speed: 50 mph
laid year: 1974
Figure 5.4e: Defect Pattern for Division 613 on Segment E
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F. segment length: 6.2 mile, tangent
rail weight: 136 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 2.07 mm/100 MGT
grounded rails
cumulative MGT in 1985: 90 MGT
annual MGT: 40-45 MGT
mean wheel load: 26-28
speed: 47 mph
laid year: 1983
Figure 5.4f: Defect Pattern for Division 613 on Segment F
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G. segment length: 3.6 mile, curve
rail weight: 136 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 2.11 mm/100 MGT
grounded rails
cumulative MGT in 1985: 80 MGT
annual MGT: 40 MGT
mean wheel load: 26-28
speed: 46 mph
laid year: 1983
Figure 5.4g: Defect Pattern for Division 613 on Segment G
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H. segment length: 2.0 mile, curve
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 3.51 mm/100 MGT
grounded rails
cumulative MGT in 1985: 60 MGT
annual MGT: 30 MGT
mean wheel load: 26-28
speed: 41 mph
laid year: 1983
Figure 5.4h: Defect Pattern for Division 613 on Segment H
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A. segment length: 11.8 mile, tangent
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.56 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 470 MGT
annual MGT: 30-40 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-29
speed: 52 mph
laid year: 1969
Figure 5.5a: Defect Pattern for Division 684 on Segment A
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B. segment length: 4.2 mile, curve
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.53 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 480 MGT
annual MGT: 30-40 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-29
speed: 46 mph
laid year: 1969
Figure 5.50: Defect Pattern for Division 684 on Segment B
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C. segment length: 3.95 mile, tangent
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 1.67 mm/100 MGT
grounded rails
cumulative MGT in 1985: 450 MGT
annual MGT: 30 MGT
mean wheel load: 28-29
speed: 48 mph
laid year: 1969
Figure 5.5c: Defect Pattern for Division 684 on Segment C
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D. segment length: 10.2 mile, curve
rail weight: 136 lb.
rail hardness: 340 BHN
wear rate: 3.55 mm/100 MGT
grounded rails
cumulative MGT in 1985: 110 MGT
annual MGT: 40-50 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-29
speed: 40 mph
laid year: 1982
Figure 5.5d: Defect Pattern for Division 684 on Segment D
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Chapter 6: Estimation Approach and Results
This chapter describes the estimation approaches and the results. Then, a comparison
among the field data model, the Phoenix data model, and the combined model is shown.
Finally, the comparisons between model predictions and actual data are also shown.
The estimation procedures can be divided into two stages:
Stage 1: Separate estimation of the Phoenix data and field data models.
Stage 2: Joint estimation.
The estimation of field data model includes the testing of measurement error and
temporal correlation. The purpose of stage 1 is to compare the estimated model
parameters from the field data with the estimation results from the Phoenix data. Based
on the results from stage 1, stage 2 then proposes and estimates the combined model by
pooling the two data sources. Detailed estimation techniques and results are discussed in
the following sections.
6.1 Separate Estimation
This section describes the procedures and results for the estimations of: 1) Phoenix
data, 2) field data, 3) temporal correlation, and 4) measurement error in the field data.
6.1.1 Phoenix Data Model
Likelihood Function and Functional Forms
Using the same notation as defined in section 5.3, for the m-th input condition during
the j-th percentile life interval, the probability of having k,,, defects given conditions Z,,
and length Lm.j- during the period of [xm,j_,, xm,] is:
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P(k,,jILmfiL.,Xm.j , X j; ) = [A(x"i-,, xi; )Li- ]kj e- A ( x i- xZrIj; Z)L 1,1j 1- (6.1)
kzi!
where,
Zm = the vector of explanatory variables specified as input to the Phoenix model that
includes wheel load, wear rate, BHN rinell Hardness Number, index of rail
strength), rail size, rail crown (new or worn, dummy variable), and wheel
profile (new or worn, dummy variable),
xmi = the predicted usage level for condition Zm when fj % rails failed,
where f = 1, 5, 10, and 20, forj = 1, ..., 4, respectively,
Lt = the segment length for condition Zm when f % rails failed,
=Lm 0(1 -fj %)
where Lm0 is the beginning length of a rail segment for condition Z,,,,
kmj = the number of failed rails during the usage period [xm,i,, xj],
= 2.71(fj - fj-l )LmO
A(Xmji ,x,, ;Z,m) = the expected number of defects in one mile during [mx,, X,, x .]
The approximation of the defect rate derived in equation (4.22) is as follows:
A(Xm,j-1,xmj;Zm) J ' (u;Zm)du (6.2)
m,j-1
The following shows that equation (6.2) can be applied to the Phoenix data as an
appropriate approximation. Applying the percent of failure fj specified in the Phoenix
data, and the definition of survival function and hazard rate produce:
Sx(xmj;Zm) = 1- fj forj = 1, 2, 3, 4,
qx XSmj-I ' ,jZ. SX (Xmj-;z m )- Sx (X mj ;Z m ) = .fj --fi-Iqx nSx(m,l;Zm ) 1- fi
1i8
The observed hazard rate in the Phoenix data ranges from 0.01 to 1/9. Applying equation
(4.12) for the largest observed hazard rate in the Phoenix data produces:
X(4 h ZXm; , -- = =qX(x3 X 4;Z)=l-exp[ 14hx(u;Zm )du] f -1/9 = 0.111
1-f 3
As a result,
Xm 4 x (u;Zm )du= 0.1 17 qXm'Xm4;Zm)
m3
In other words, the difference due to approximation is less than 6%. In conclusion,
equation (4.22) can be used as the approximation of defect rate for the Phoenix data.
Applying equation (6.2) to equations (4.55) and (4.57) respectively produces:
Model 1:
A(xm,,j-l x ;Zm)= j " exp[c'+b'Z,,,+a'lnu]du (6.3)
MXm,j-1 i=l
Model 2:
A(xmj ,xpj' Z)= Jx / 2 exp[c'+bZm + a'ln] d (6.4)A(xm i-llx ;Z.)=2j A '[( _~z u2 (6.4)xmj-1 ._ 1+exp[(-1)(cth +bthZm +a'hu)]
Combining equations (6.1), (6.3), and (6.4), the model parameters from Phoenix
output are then estimated by maximizing the following log likelihood function:
max = M ln[P(kmjlLm,jl,Xmjli,xmj;Zm)] (6.5)
m=1 j=1
where M is the total number of conditions specified in the Phoenix model output.
Computation Facilities
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The estimation was done by using a software written by Edlefsen [1986] for the
purpose of maximum likelihood estimation in version 1 Gauss language. This program
consists of procedures for the construction of likelihood function, the computation of the
Hessian matrix, and the applications of four non-linear estimation algorithms. In addition,
this program was upgraded in this study for the use of the version 3 Gauss language. The
computation was done on an IBM PC 486.
Estimation Approach
The estimation of equation (6.5) requires initial values of the parameters. These
initial values are often set to be zeros. However, if the parameters for both types of
defects are set to be the same given that defect types are unknown in the Phoenix data,
then the parameters in equation (6.5) cannot be identified.
In order to obtain the appropriate initial values, the first step of the estimation is to
assign defect types for the Phoenix data. As described in Chpater 2, the Phoenix data
consists of two groups of data: one group showed that the number of defects would
decrease as wear rate increase and the other group showed the opposite. The defect types
for the Phoenix data were assigned based on the hypothesis (described in Chapter 2) that
TD will decrease but SH will increase as wear rate increase. Then, the parameters of two
types of defects was estimated by applying the rail fatigue model with known defect types
(i.e., a two Poisson process model described in section 4.2.3).
Because the estimated parameters for two types of defects appeared to be different
from the first step, equation (6.5) was able to be estimated using the results from the first
step as initial values.
In addition, the maximum number of defects per mile produced from the Phoenix
model is 27.1, therefore, L(, is set to be 0.1 mile such that k; will be confined in a small
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range to avoid numerical overflow for the estimation of equation (6.5). As shown in
Appendix G, the value of L,, will not affect the estimation results.
Estimation Results and Discussion
In the preliminary estimations for model 2, if a constant term was included in the
defect type threshold equation, then one of the following situations would occur:
1) exp[-ch - bhZm - a hx ] >> 1, such that,
exp[c' +b'Zm +a' nx,] exp[c' +blZ, +a' nxmj]
Xmjsm)1+ exp[-ch - bhZ - athx j ] exp[-ch - bhZm - ahxmj] 
X2 (Xmj ;Zm) exp[c2 + b2Z + a2 In xj I
2) or exp[ch + bhZm + ahxmj ] >> 1, such that,
X (Xmj; Z, ) exp[c' + b'Zm + a' n x,, 
t (Xm ;Zm) exp[c2 + b 2Z, +a 2 nx j]
exp[c'n + b Z + ]> >, sh t
In other words, model 2 becomes similar to model 1. As a result, the parameters of
the conditional defect rate functions and those of the defect type threshold function in
equation (6.4) are highly correlated.
In addition, if the variables used in the defect type threshold are identical to those
used in two conditional defect rate functions, then model 2 will cause a near-identification
problem since only the differences between the parameters of the conditional defect rate
functions and those of the defect type threshold function can be identified.
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After several trial estimations for selecting the appropriate variables, the revised
model specification for model 2 becomes:
A(x,,_x,,;Z,)= x Mi exp[c' +b'Z" +a l nu] du (6.6)
m-Xn .ij- ij 1+exp{(1)[b'hZt + athxth(u)])
where
x, = MGT,
xth (x) = the usage level for the TD-SH usage threshold function,
= MGT+ ale load, i.e., the number of cycles of axle loading,
Zth = the variables used in the defect type threshold equation, including a new
variable MG7xwear rate, i.e., the total rail head loss due to wear.
The correlation matrix of variables is shown in Table 6.1 (compared to Table 5.5,
Table 6.1 shows all the variables, including the log- form, that might be used as
explanatory variables). Since there is no restriction on the form of explanatory variables
Z, both the linear form and the log-linear form of Z can be used in the model estimation.
However, the high correlation between the linear and the log-linear form of Z, as shown in
Table 6.1, suggest that only the linear form or only the log-linear form should be used in
the estimation, not both of them. As a result, the one with the more significant coefficient
was selected from the preliminary estimations.
The estimated model parameters, log likelihood values, and the goodness of fit for
two model specifications are shown in Table 6.2.
Definition:
£(0): log likelihood function value for null hypothesis (zeros for all parameters),
;(c): log likelihood function value for a constant defect rate,
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Table 6.1: The Correlation Among Explanatory Variables of the Phoenix Data
Var. X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X1 X12
X1 1.00 -0.09 0.72 -0.50 -0.56 -0.44 -0.45 0.39 0.39 0.01 -0.15 -0.10
X2 1.00 0.15 0.26 0.27 0.59 0.70 -0.05 -0.05 -0.04 -0.23 -0.18
X3 1.00 -0.08 -0.09 -0.52 -0.41 0.57 0.57 -0.02 -0.32 -0.24
X4 1.00 0.98 0.22 0.21 0.05 0.05 -0.02 -0.15 -0.11
X5 1.00 0.23 0.24 0.03 0.03 -0.02 -0.15 -0.10
X6 1.00 0.77 -0.38 -0.38 -0.02 0.05 0.04
X7 1.00 -0.33 -0.33 -0.02 0.01 0.01
X8 1.0() 1.00 O.() 0.13 0.07
X9 1.00 0.00 0.13 0.07
X10 1.00 0.07 0.02
Xl1 1.00 -0.04
X12 1.00
where
X1: cycle = cumulative MGT / axle load, in 10 million axles,
X2: total wear loss = cumulative MGT x wear rate, in mm,
X3: ln(MGT), in 100 MGT,
X4: wheel load, in 10 thousand pounds,
X5: ln(oad)
X6: wear rate, in mm per 100 MGT,
X7: ln(wear rate)
X8: rail hardness BHN, in 100 BHN,
X9: ln(BHN)
X10: rail weight, dummy variable, 1 if rail weight > 115, 0 otherwise.
X11: rail crown, dummy variable, 1 if new, 0 if worn.
X12: wheel profile, dummy variable, 1 if new, 0 if worn.
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4£ : log likelihood function value for a perfect fit, i.e., the expected number of
defects A(xm,il ,x,m;Zm)Lmil equals to the observed number of defects kmj,
applying equation (6. 1) and (6.5) given A(x,,ji 1 ,x,;Z ) L,. _l = k,,, produces:
M 4
Ja, = t [kmj ln(kmj )-kmj -ln(kmj !)](6.7)
m=l j I
0: the estimated parameters at the optimal solution,
( ): log likelihood function value at the optimal solution,
p2: goodness of fit measure related to zero parameters,
P = [3()- (°)] / [aX - (o)] (6.8)
p: corrected p2, i.e.,
K = [t(P) -£(o) - K] / [,OX - (o)J (6.9)
where K is the number of parameters,
p2: goodness of fit measure related to constant defect rates,
Pc2: corrected p'.
It should be noted that the log likelihood function value for a perfect fit is not zero.
As a result, the gap of likelihood values between a perfect fit and the null hypothesis of
zero parameters should be t En -(0) (this value is often computed as -(0) when the
log likelihood value for a perfect fit is zero for most of the likelihood estimations).
As shown in Table 6.2, the goodness of fit measures are very close to 1. In addition,
the signs of the estimated parameters are consistent with the a priori assumptions about
rail fatigue behavior: defect rate increases as MGT or wheel load increase, or as BHN
degrades.
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Table 6.2: Estimated Parameters for Phoenix Model Output
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)
Model 1 Model 2
Variables TD SH XXITD XXLH P(SH)
Constant 5.916 -6.192 6.393 -0.025
(0.676) (5.719) (1.312) (5.330)
MGT/Axle Load 0.164
__ 289)
Wear Rate x 0.616
MGT (0.515)
InMGT 0.830 1.964 1.251 0.228
(0.129) (1.204) (0.346) (1.998)
Wheel Load 0.533 2.424 0.506 1.990 -0.058
(0.103) (1.205) (0.269) (1.216) (1.278)
Wear Rate -0.386 0.958 -0.149 -0.030 -0.800
(0.144) (0.683) (0.410) (1.404) (1.614)
1nBHN -9.513 -7.134 -10.74 -5.795
(0.880) (2.371) (1.883) (4.360)
BHN -1.455
(2.079)
Weight 0.149 -1.421 0.075 -0.925 -0.328
(0.147) (0.887) (0.336) (1.135) (1.580)
Rail Crown 2.227 -0.621 2.617 -0.758 1.379
(0.220) (2.254) (0.632) (2.623) (1.846)
Wheel Profile 1.480 -0.233 1.744 -0.373 1.105
(0.189) (1.075) (0.473) (1.295) (1.565)
£(p) -1441.6 -1390.9
P0o (PT,) 0.936 (0.926) 0.967 (0.952)
PC (Pa) 0.906 (0.891) 0.952 (0.931)
Basic likelihood values for Phoenix data:
£(0) = -2956, 2(c) = -2434, x = -1338.7
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Although the fit for model 2 is better than model 1, the estimated parameters of
model 2 are less significant than those of model 1. The estimated parameters for the
defect type threshold equation are insignificant, therefore, the hypothesis of the existence
of defect type threshold is not strongly supported in the Phoenix data.
In addition, the near-identification problem may occur for model 2 if the variables
used in the defect type threshold equation are identical to those used in the conditional
defect rate equations. Therefore, it is not clear that model 2 is a better specification than
model 1 for explaining the rail fatigue behavior captured in the Phoenix data.
6.1.2 Field Data Model
Likelihood Function and Functional Forms
The explanatory variables of field data may be changing over time and the intervals
between predicted percentile lives are often short. Thus, the equations derived in equation
(4.46) can be applied here. Using the notation in section 5.3, the probability of having k,M,
type i defects in L.,,_ miles given explanatory variables Z., during the period of [x..,,,
xm] is:
P(ki,,,I L.,xmt- i,'Xt ; Z ) -AI (x M xm k -Ai , ,.xmt; Z " )Lm.t-I (6.10)
where,
Z,, = the explanatory variables for segment m in year t, including wheel load, wear
rate, BHN, rail size, speed, curve (dummy variable), and frequency of grinding,
Lm, = the length of rail segment m at year t,
x,, = the usage level for segment m in year t,
k, = the number of failed rails per mile for type i defect during the usage period
[Xm,t-1, Xm,],
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(xm _l,Xm,;Zm,) = the expected number of defects in one mile during this period.
Based on equation (4.46),
A(Xmjl,Xm;Zmt) = (Xm; 7mt )(Xm tl - Xm ) (6.11)
where xm is the mid-point of xm,, and xm,. Because the multicollinearity problem (for
having a constant term in each of the defect rate and defect regime equations) also occurs
in the preliminary estimation of the field data, the model specification for model 2 is
revised as in equation (6.6). Combining equation (6.3), (6.6) and (6.11) produces:
Model 1:
2
A(Xmi,-I, r;Zmr) = (x,, Xm,_l ) exp[c + b'Zm + a' In ] (6.1)
i=1
(x  I= (Xm- Xm2 exp[c(' +b' Z +a' ] (6.13)lx,
i=) 1+ exp[(-)'(bhZ + a xi)]
where
Xmi = MGTm,,
x"h = the usage level for the TD-SH usage threshold function,
= MGT + axle load, i.e., the number of cycles of axle loading,
Z = [wheel load, wear rate, lnBHN, rail weight, InSpeed, curvature, frequency]
Zth = the variables used in the defect type threshold equation, including a new
variable MGT x wear rate, i.e., the total rail head loss due to wear.
The model parameters from field data can then be estimated by maximizing the
following likelihood function:
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M T(m) 2
max = ln[P(kt Lmt -l , X,,,t Zmt )] (6.14)
M=1 =1 i=1
where M is the total number of rail segment in the field data and T(rn) and v(m) are the
ending and beginning years of defect records for segment m.
Estimation Approach
Because the defect type is known in the field data, equation (6.14) can be estimated
directly using the non-linear program with the starting values of the parameters being set
to zeros. Table 6.3 shows that both the linear and log-linear forms of the explanatory
variables are highly correlated in the field data. Therefore, only the linear form or only the
log-linear form of each variable was used in the model estimation. In addition, in order to
compare the separate estimation results and perform joint estimation, the explanatory
variables shared by the field data and the Phoenix data should be the same. As a result,
the variables that were chosen are the ones that are more significant in both data models.
Estimation Results and Discussion
The estimated model parameters, log likelihood values, and goodness of fit measures
for two model specifications are shown in Table 6.4. Similar to equation (6.7), the
maximal log likelihood value for perfect fit was computed as follows:
M T(m) 2
Aim =C kr~ r In(k,)-k., -In(k,!) (6.15)
m=l t=l i=1
It is not surprising that the goodness of fit measures are very low for the field data
models. As stated in Chapter 5, the correlation between the number of defects and all the
explanatory variables are very low.
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Table 6.3: The Correlation Among Explanatory Variables of the Field Data
Var. X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 XO1 X X12 X13 X14
X1 1.00 0.23 -0.43 -0.38 0.02 -0.10 -0.09 -0.02 0.93 0.04 0.02 -0.20-0.21 0.02
X2 1.00 0.55 0.59 0.10 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.31 -0.18 -0.19 0.21 0.22 0.18
X3 1.00 0.77 0.10 0.17 0.17 0.09 -0.43 -0.06 -0.06 0.19 0.20 0.03
X4 1.00 0.03 0.15 0.15 0.13 -0.33 -0.12 -0.11 0.24 0.24 0.07
X5 1.00 0.50 0.52 0.00 -0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.35
X6 1.00 1.00 0.33 -0.09-0.22-0.24 0.30 0.30 0.35
X7 1.00 0.32 -0.08-0.21 -0.23 0.30 0.29 0.35
X8 1.00 0.03 -0.45 -0.45 0.20 0.20 0.22
X9 1.00 -0.05 -0.06 -0.11 -0.11 0.06
X1O 1.00 0.99 -0.42 -0.42 -0.25
X 1 1.00 -0.41 -0.41 -0.28
X12 1.00 1.00 0.21
X13 1.00 0.21
X14 1.00
where
X1: cycle = cumulative MGT / axle load, in 10 million axles,
X2: total wear loss = cumulative MGT x wear rate, in mm,
X3: the total wear rate, accounting for natural wear and grinding, in mm per 100 MGT,
X4: ln(wear rate)
X5: rail weight, dummy variable, 1 if rail weight > 115, 0 otherwise.
X6: rail hardness BHN, in 100 BHN
X7: ln(BHN)
X8: curvature, dummy variable, 0 for tangent, 1 otherwise.
X9: ln(MGT), in 100 MGT,
X10: Speed, in 10 mph,
X11: n(Speed)
X12: wheel load, in 10 thousand pounds,
X13: n(load)
X14: grinding frequency, in a year.
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Tanle 6.4: Estimated Parameters for Field Data
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)
Model 1 Model 2
Variables XTD SH XXTD XLH P(SH)
-3.565 -0.298 -3.235 3.465
(1.559 (1.505) (1.713) (1.644)
MGT -1.898
-- Axle Load (0.228)
Wear Rate x 0.065
MGT (0.024)
0.849 0.216 -0.278 0.436
(0.078) (0.071) (0.201) (0.094)
1.754 1.056 6.157 -0.907 4.366
(0.477) (0.469) (0.932) (0.523) (0.877)
0.250 0.070 0.781 -0.025 0.458
(0.035) (0.046) (0.173) (0.059) (0.179)
-2.336 -2.591 -11.72 0.138
(0.607) (0.546) (2.196) (0.740)
BHN -3.669(0.754)
eight 0.266 -1.102 3.638 -2.325 5.005
(0.148) (0.112) (0.403) (0.274) (0.375)
-0.427 0.044 -1.840 -0.071
(0.224) (0.257) (0.409) (0.295)
-0.311
Speed_______ _____i___ ______(0.132)
-0.169 0.041 -0.137 0.173 -0.060
(0.092) (0.079) (0.217) (0.112) (0.238)
-0.139 -0.005 -0.394 0.009 -0.324
(0.038) (0.040) (0.213) (0.050) (0.228)
-3139.1 -3077.3
po2 (p) 0.202 (0.196) 0.222 (0.213)
pC (K) 0.061 (0.054) 0.086 (0.075)
Basic likelihood values for field data:
(0) = -3736.3, (c) = -3294, J,x =-775.7.
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In addition, there are approximately 1000 segments in the data. As a result, the
average length of a segment is less than one mile, and each record accounts for the number
of defects in one year only. Thus, thefluctuations of defect occurrence patterns in these
short segments produce a low goodness of fit measure in the field data. However, this
might also indicate "noise" in the field data. The following sections will estimate the
potential measurement error and identify whether there exists temporal correlation in the
field data.
6.1.3 Testing Temporal Correlation in the Field Data
The primary data problems in the field data are measurement errors and temporal
correlation. As described in section 3.3, temporal correlation in the field data results from
unobservable location factors such that defect rates of all usage periods from the same rail
segment share a common location factor. As a result, the defect records over all periods
of time from the same location will be correlated. Two approaches can be used to correct
temporal correlation: 1) fixed effect location factor, i.e., assuming that the unobserved
location factor which appears in the same location over time and varies across locations is
captured by a constant term; and 2) stochastic location factor, i.e., assuming that the
unobserved location factor is a random error.
1. Fixed-effect location factor
The first and simpler approach of testing temporal correlation is by testing the
variation of constants across locations. This will determine the existence of location-
specific constants for some locations. However, the ranges of wheel load and rail weight
are limited in the field data, therefore, as the number of specified regions increases, based
on preliminary data analysis, the location-specific constants become highly correlated with
wheel load and rail weight. As a result, these location-specific constants will not be
estimated for the existing field data. Instead, stochastic location factors will be estimated.
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2. Stochasfic location factor
Define:
Tm = the unobservable location characteristic factors in the hazard rate of model I or
in the conditional hazard rate of model 2 for rail segment m and type i defect,
x,. = the unobservable location characteristic factors in the defect-type threshold for
rail segment m.
Then the overall hazard rate with temporal correlation becomes:
2h r ,Xm) =IhIC'h(x,;Z,;·r.X (X; Z ;n ) X(Xmt; Zmt; )
i=1
2
hx (Xm,; Zm; , ,,;, n Tm ) = hxli(Xmt;Zmt ) P(ilXm; Zmt; )
i=1l
(6.16)
Applying the spatial aggregation and the model specification shown in Table 6.4
produces:
model 1: X'(Xt;Zt;t) = exp[c'+b'Zm, + a'n MGT,,, + xm
model 2: exp[c
i + b'Zm, + a'In MGTm, +t ' ]
1 + exp{( 1)i[bZbZ + a"' In cycle,, + xt, ]}M, (6.17)
As a result, the probability of having k',, type i defects in Lm,,_, miles given conditions
Zmt and location random eors during the period [xm,_, xm,] becomes:
P(knlI Lmt-l Xm,t-1, Xnt; Zmt; T )
[A (Xm,t-l, Xm;Zmt;',nt) L.,t 1]I 
k , 
mt
(6.18)
where
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model 1:
model 2:
_jV .xM"_1XM';Z1;1C)L1-l
.e
m the vector of location random errors,
- {' } in model 1 or { ', Xm) } in model 2,
A (X m Xl,mt,;Zmt;trOm)= (Xm t;Zmt;'m)(xmj l Xmt) (6.19)
Assuming that x' and ' are i.i.d. for all locations and normally distributed with
mean 0 and standard deviations ai and a t , respectively. As a result, the log likelihood
function will consist of a three dimensional integration of equation (6.17).
An alternative assumption that reduces the dimensionality of the integration is to
assume a common random location factor but with different parameters, i.e.,
i -- th S th-
ZTI = CT"" 'r. = a,, 'r.
where
a = the standard deviation of Tx,
a' = the standard deviation of lr,
m = the normalized location random error with mean zero and variance of 1.
Hence, the log likelihood function becomes:
= IJ [ [ P(kL, lL,,,, lx,,,_xm,;Zm,; ,,,) }t()a)df) (6.20)
where
as = the vector of location random errors,
= { (a } in model 1 or { ot, a th } in model 2.
Table 6.5 shows that the estimated standard deviations of the stochastic location
factors are significant with different scales. The estimated parameters in Tables 6.5 are
similar with those in Table 6.4 for model 1 but different for model 2.
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Compared to model 1, the estimated parameters are still less significant in model 2.
In addition, the goodness of fit for model 2 is not significantly better than model 1 after
the inclusion of stochastic location factors.
6.1.4 Testing Measurement Errors in Field Data
Measurement errors are the result of some of the variables in the field data being
measured inaccurately or being measured by approximation. As a result,
Zt + (6.21)
where Z, is the vector of the true explanatory variables and ,mt is the vector of random
measurement errors with mean 0 and variance E;.
The measurement error problem is very different from linear model for nonlinear
estimation as described in section 3.3. Because measurement error occurs in every
recorded defect, applying the model 1 and model 2 specifications, the hazard rate for each
rail given measurement errors rm, and U" (measurement error in Z"',) produces:
2
model 1: hx (XMt; Zm,;;,) = ; hi (Xm ;Z, ; ,)
i=1
2
model 2: hx (xmt; Zm,; , = hx, (Xm,; Zm;n; m )P(il Xt,; Zni,,;,,) (6.22)
i=l
Given the model specification shown in Table 6.4 and applying spatial aggregation of
rails for the existence of measurement errors r, and h,, , the defect rate for rai: segment
m during the period [m.,_, xm,] becomes:
model 1: 3X(x,;Zm,;Cm,) = exp[c' +b'(Z,,,, - t.)+ai In MGTn,,]
model 2: X ('XZm; m C.) =exp[c' + b'(Zm, - m,)+ a' lnMGT,] (6.23)
l+exp{(-l)i[bh(Z, -;,h )+ a"cyclem,} 1
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Table 6.5: Estimation Results with Stochastic Temporal Correlation
(standard errors in parentheses)
Model 1 Model 2
Variables XXD SH XXITDr XLSH P(SH)
-3.618 0.739 -3.326 1.333
(0.028) (0.021) (5.478) (3.797)
MGT -1.433
+ Axle Load (0.486)
Wear Rate x 0.032
MGT (0.060)
4nMGT 0.800 0.212 -0.180 0.227
(0.086) (0.052) (0.502) (0.181)
1.202 0.523 8.925 0.310 6.952
(0.064) (0.040) (1.538) (1.219) (0.126)
0.260 0.068 2.272 0.025 2.000
(0.029) (0.047) (0.120) (0.130) (0.018)
-1.566 -2.294 -10.27 -1.980
1nH (0.021) (0.020) (2.954) (1.470)
BHN -3.052
(0.283)
Weight 0.213 -1.177 7.631 -1.473 8.240
(0.064) (0.031) (0.730) (0.345) (0.432)
-0.256 0.073 -6.783 0.067
E.~peed (0.037) (0.042) (1.388) (0.711)
Speed - -1.690
(0.189)
Curvature -0.204 0.114 -1.702 0.229 -1.478
(0.133) (0.047) (0.857) (0.216) (0.804)
-0.145 0.006 0.145 0.019 0.228
(0.030) (0.037) (0.160) (0.103) (0.140)
1.265 0.507 2.826 4.146 0.268
i___r (0.074) (0.071) (0.419) (0.452) (0.182)
2(p) -3016.7 -2997.3
Pt (P02) 0.243 (0.236) 0.250 (0.239)
( 0.110(0.102) 0.118 (106)O(P C) 0.110 (0.102) 0.118 (().106)
Denote
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Zmt = the vector of explanatory variables
= {Zmt, for model 1 or { ZM, Z t } for model 2
,m = the vector of measurement errors
= { , } for model 1 or { 5mf, 5, for model 2
The probability of having k't type i defects in Lmti, miles given explanatory variables
Zm, and measurement error ;mt during the period of [Xmj_,l xm,] becomes: /
P(ki,l Lst-1,Xmt1Xm;Z Xmt;rt)
[Ai(xm t-l ,Xmt;Zmt ;Cmt )Lmt-1 m -Ai (Xm,t-l ,XMt ;Zmt;;t )Lmtl (6.24)(6.24)
where,
A(X~m,_,sXm,; Zm,;;mn,) = ' (.m,, ;Z ,,; ;m )(Xm,_ t--Xm) (6.25)
Assuming the measurement error ~mt is i.i.d. with normal distribution over all time
periods and over all locations, then the unconditional log likelihood function becomes:
= ,=; Imn(i I  P(k1, ·,,.._,,,., Z1, , ;Z; t )d 1 (6.26)
where ($,mt) is the density function of normal distribution with mean 0 and variance
Var(C). It should be noted that for both types of defects share the same measurement
error in equation (6.23). Hence, the log likelihood function consists of the integration of
the product of equation (6.23) for both types of defects with respect to measurement
error.
Combining equation (6.26) with random location factor, the log likelihood function
with the inclusion of measurement errors becomes:
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. = In[jJ_ [JP(k, in..,_I , x,..i, _,xt ;Zm,,t;,n .( , )4)(tm, )dt,,, ]((t,,)dtn) (6.27)
There are several possible candidates for measurement errors in the field data. One of
them is wear rate. As described in Chapter 5, the wear measurement taken from the field
is the largest average wear among the averages of six consecutive readings for each
segment. In addition, the average wear rate used for model estimation is derived from the
average wear weighted by segment length in the step of segment aggregation. Assuming
measurement error only occurs in wear rate, then in model 2 two variables (wear rate and
MGT x wear rate) will be affected by measurement error.
The estimated results for inclusion of measurement error in wear rate and the
stochastic location factor is shown in Table 6.6. The estimated standard deviation of
measurement error is significant in model 1 but not significant in model 2.
Most of the estimated parameters are consistent with the a priori expectations
regarding fatigue behavior; for example, defect rate increases with cumulative MGT and
wheel load, but decreases with rail hardness number.
However, as cumulative MGT increases, a SH failure is more likely to occur than a
TD failure, which is contradictory to the result in the Phoenix data model. In addition,
both TD and SH defect rates will increase with wear rate but decreases with the grinding
frequency.
The estimated parameter of wear rate for TD is contradictory with the hypothesis that
increasing wear rate will reduce TD.
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Table 6.6: Estimation Results with Temporal Correlation and Measurement Error
(standard errors in parentheses)
Model 1 Model 2
Variables XTD XHXITD XXLH P(SH)
-3.685 0.673 -6.859 -0.226
(0.050) (0.066) (4.902) (4.031)
MGT -1.830
+ Axle Load (0.241)
Wear Rate x 0.060
MGT (0.042)
0.906 0.251 -0.307 0.290
(0.042) (0.022) (0.320) (0.188)
1.069 0.434 9.509 0.635 6.672
Wee Lo(0.047) (0.031) (1.441) (1.289) (0.127)
0.245 0.069 2.434 0.037 2.086
(0.040) (0.026) (0.099) (0.134) (0.103)
-1.603 -2.318 -10.12 -1.855
(0.064) (0.059) (2.181) (1.505)
BHN -3.018(0.146)
Weiht 0.242 -1.129 9.626 -1.320 10.09
Wei.ht (0.177) (0.056) (0.542) (0.330) (0.227)
-0.381 -0.002 -6.436 0.153
pee (0.056) (0.025) (0.997) (0.747)
-1.631
(0.211)
-0.237 0.079 -1.960 0.137 -1.775
Curvature (0.071) (0.029) (0.489) (0.232) (0.441)
-0.149 0.001 0.286 0.004 0.379
(0.043) (0.028) (0.118) (0.109) (0.085)
6(ix 1.647 1.028 2. 88 4.376 0.870
(0.023) (0.067) (0.132) (0.249) (0. 170)
0.063 0.081
(0.019) (0.194)
~(p ) -2996.2 -2970.7
p, (p') 0.250 (0.243) 0.259 (0.248)
p ( 2) 0.118 (0.110) 0.128 (0.116)
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The estimated parameters of speed and curve also contradict a priori expectations:
previous empirical studies show that there will be more TD on curve than on tangent, and
higher speed will increase dynamic wheel load and should result in more TD. But higher
speed also means better track gecetry and better rail, therefore, the negative effect of
higher dynamic wheel load might be counter-acted.
Although model 2 fits the field data better than model 1, the parameters for nMGT,
InBHN, and wear rate are insignificant in model 2. Therefore, model 2 is not clearly better
than model 1 for explaining the fatigue behavior captured in the field data.
The field data model remains in agreement with a priori assumptions. For example,
the defect rate increases with increasing cumulative MGT and wheel load, and decreases
for harder rail. Meanwhile, the hypothesis that measurement error exists in wear rate
cannot be rejected. As a result, the estimation results in Table 6.6 represents the best
estimates of field data model parameters.
6.1.5 Comparison of Phoenix and Field Data Estimation Results
Table 6.7 and 6.8 show the comparison of estimated parameters between the Phoenix
data and the field data for two model specifications.
The significance of the differences in parameters between two data models can be
tested by the following t-statistic:
bF -bL
where
bF, bL = the estimated parameters for field and Phoenix data models, respectively,
2F, o = the estimated variances for bF and bL .
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Table 6.7: Comparison of Estimation Results from Both Data Sets - Model 1
(standard errors in parentheses)
Field Data Model Phoenix Data Model
Variables TD XSH TD XSH
Constant -3.685 0.673 5.916 -6.192
(0.050) (0.066) (0.676) (5.719)
lnMGT 0.906 0.251 0.830 1.964
(0.042) (0.022) (0.129) (1.204)
Wheel Load 1.069 0.434 0.533 2.424
(0.047) (0.031) (0.103) (1.205)
Wear Rate 0.245 0.069 -0.386 0.958
(0.040) (0.026) (0.144) (0.683)
InBHN -1.603 -2.318 -9.513 -7.134
(0.064) (0.059) (0.880) (2.371)
Weight 0.242 -1.129 0.149 -1.421
(0.177) (0.056) (0.147) (0.887)
Rail Crown Not Not 2.227 -0.621
Applicable Applicable (0.220) (2.254)
Wheel Profile Not Not 1.480 -0.233
Applicable Applicable (0.189) (1.075)
InSpeed -0.381 -0.002 Not Not
(0.056) (0.025) App le licable
Curvature -0.237 0.079 Not Not
(0.071) (0.029) Applicable Applicable
Frequency -0.149 0.001 Not Not
(0.043) (0.028) Applicable Applicable
IT 1.647 1.028 Not Not
(0.023) (0.067) Applicable Applicable
G0.063 Not Applicable
(0.019)
2c(D) -2996.2 -1441.6
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Table 6.8: Comparison of Estimation Results from Both Data Sets - Model 2
(standard errors in parentheses)
Field Data Model Phoenix Data Model
Variables X.XITD XENH P(SH) XXITD XXtsH P(SH)
Constant -6.859 -0.226 6.393 -0.025
(4.902) (4.031) (1.312) (5.330)
MGT -1.830 0.164
+ Axle Load (0.241) (0.289)
Wear Rate x 0.060 0.616
MGT (0.042) (0.515)
InMGT -0.307 0.290 1.251 0.228
(0.320) (0.188) (0.346) (1.998)
9.509 0.635 6.672 0.506 1.990 -0.058
(1.441) (1.289) (0.127) (0.269) (1.216) (1.278)
2.434 0.037 2.086 -0.149 -0.030 -0.800
W (0.099) (0.134) (0.103) (0.410) (1.404) (1.614)
-10.12 -1.855 -10.74 -5.795
(2.181) (1.505) (1.883) (4.360)
BHN -3.018 -1.455
(0.146) (2.079)
9.626 -1.320 10.09 0.075 -0.925 -0.328
(0.542) (0.330) (0.227) (0.336) (1.135) (1.580)
Not Not Not 2.617 -0,758 1.379
RApplicable Applica plicable (0.632) (2.623) (1.846)
Wheel Profile Not Not Not 1.744 -0.373 1.105
Applicable Applicable Applicable (0.473) (1.295) (1.565)
-6.436 0.153 Not Not Not
(0.997) (0.747) Appicab ble licable
Speed -1.631 Not Not Not
(0.211) Applicable Applicable Applicable
Curvature -1.960 0.137 -1.775 Not Not Not
(0.489) (0.232) (0.441) Applicable Applicable Applicable
Frequency 0.286 0.004 0.379 Not Not Not
(0.118) (0.109) (0.085) Applicable Applicable Applicable
2.788 4.376 0.870 Not Not Not
(0.132) (0.249) (0.170) Applicable Applicable Applicable
0.081O (0.194) Not Applicable
Cl; (0.194)
-2970.7 -1390.9
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The followings are the results of the t-statistics:
Model 1:
Variables
lnMGT
Wheel Load
Wear Rate
lnBHN
Weight
Variables
MGT+Axle Load
Wear RatexMGT
lnMGT
Wheel Load
Wear Rate
InBHN
BHN
Weight
0.560 -1.400
4.734 -1.651
4.222 -1.302
8.968 2.031
0.404 0.328
;XITD HXL'H P(SH)
-5.299
-1.076
-3.306 0.031
6.142 -0.765 5.240
6.121 0.048 1.784
0.215 0.854
-0.750
14.98 -0.334 6.527
In model 1, the differences in the estimated parameters between two data models are
not very significant for MGT, and rail weight, but significant for wheel load, wear rate and
rail hardness (lnBHN). However, except for the parameters of wear rate in the TD defect
rate, these share parameters have the same signs, thus, data combination appears to be
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Model 2:
feasible for model 1. The different signs in the parameters of wear rate could be result
from the unknown defect types in the Phoenix data. Namely, the increasing wear rate may
not reduce TD defects as expected in the hypothesis.
In model 2, the estimated parameters of two data models are very different, except for
the parameters of rail hardness and those in the SH defect rate. Therefore, data
combination may only be applicable for the SH defect rate for model 2. However, since
the parameters of SH defect in the Phoenix data are less significant than those in the field
data, the data combination will not gain efficiency of the estimated parameters. As a
result, data combination seems to be inapplicable for model 2. The major reason for the
differences in two data models may be resulted from the unknown defect types in the
Phoenix data.
Because most of the estimated parameters for the field data model are significant, the
Phoenix data is very likely to be biased. Furthermore, Table 6.7 shows that the Phoenix
data model under- estimates the scales of TD parameters but over- estimates the scales of
SH parameters in model 1 specification. Therefore, it is possible that there exists one bias
scalar in each type of defect rate equation for the estimated parameters of the Phoenix
data model. The specifications of combined model will be presented next.
6.2 Joint Estimation
Because data combination for model 2 seems to be inapplicable, the joint estimations
of both data sources are based on model 1 specification under the following hypotheses:
1) the shared parameters estimated from the Phoenix data are assumed to be unbiased
but the constant terms in the model will be calibrated to the field data because the Phoenix
model may over- or under-estimate defect rate due to the limitations described in section
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2.2. In other words, the constant terms estimated from the Phoenix data are assumed to
biased.
2) the parameters of wear rate and rail hardness estimated by the Phoenix data are
assumed to be biased given the fact that the parameters of these two variables are
significantly different from those estimated by the field data. In other words, the
parameters estimated using field data are assumed to be unbiased.
3) there exist one systematic bias scalar for the parameters of each defect type in the
Phoenix data model. Namely, all the parameters (except constants and the parameters for
wear rate and rail hardness in TD defect rate equation) for each defect type should be
multiplied by one scalar and the scalars for two defect types are different.
Based on the first hypothesis, a joint estimation of field data and the Phoenix data can
be performed by assigning the same parameters for the shared variables and pooling both
data sets. The specification for the first combined model is as follows:
Field data:
XTD = exp[b,7 + aTD ln MGT + aDload + aTD (wear -)+ aD n BHN + aD weight
+bD ln speed + bDcurve + bTD freq + 
XSH = exp[bH + aS' In MGT+ asHload + as" (wear - ) + asH In BHN + asHweight
+bs" In speed + bSHcurve + bs freq + "s] (6.28)
Phoenix data:
x = exp[c + a In MGT+ a" Dload + at wear + a4 In BHN + a weight
+crTDrail_ crown + cfTDwheel_ profile]
SH = exp[cSH + alSH 5H sH HSH [c  as lnMGT+as load+a3 wear + a ln B N + a. weight
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+c sH rail_ crown + cSHwheel_ profile] (6.29)
where
aTD, aSH = the shared parameters in both data sources,
bi, bH = the parameters for the field data only,
c, H = the parameters for the Phoenix data only,
TD, 'rs = the stochastic unobserved location factors,
= the measurement error in wear rate.
The specification of the combined model for the third hypothesis is as follows:
Field data:
rTD = exp[btD + aTD In MGT + a'Dload + at weight + b[ (wear - ) + bTD In BHN
+bTD ln speed + b4TDcurve + bTDfreq + ,TD
XSH = exp[bSH + aH In MGT+ a2Hload + sH (wear - ) + aSH In BHN + asHweight
+bSH In speed + bHcurve + b3SHfreq + SH] (6.30)
Phoenix data:
XTD = exp[cT D + giTD(aTD In MGT + aTDload + aD weight + cD rail_ crown
+cT wheel_ profile) + c3Dwear + c4D In BHN]
SH = exp[cH + (a H MGT + a load a wear + asH In BHN + as weight
+cSHrail_ crown + c'H wheel_ profile)] (6.31)
where gTD and pSH are scalars for two defect types.
The estimation results are shown in Table 6.9. The major findings for the first
combined model are:
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Table 6.9: Joint Estimation Results
(standard errors in parentheses)
Specification 1 Specification 2 Specification 3
Variables XTD XSH TD SH XTD A SH
5.433 -2.366 -1.286 -3.074 -3.433 -0.235
ConstantF (0.178) (0.043) (0.022) (0.016) (0.015) (0.022)
5.119 -4.623 5.917 -3.036 5.876 -4.597
ConstantL (0.143) (0.122) (0.017) (0.017) (0.015) (0.016)
0.909 5.007
Bias Scalar ii ________ (0.010) (0.018)
0.875 0.381 0.919 0.437 0.962 0.335
4nMGT (0.033) (0.043) (0.020) (0.016) (0.015) (0.014)
0.497 2.001 0.554 1.800 0.612 0.484
Wheel Load (0.026) (0.033) (0.012) (0.016) (0.017) (0.016)
-0.134 0.052 0.260 0.109 0.271 0.143
Wear RateF (0.017) (0.024) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016)
L -0.367 0.272 -0.352
Wear RateL (0.017) (0.016) (0.016)
-8.667 -3.624 -2.302 -2.373 -0.502 -1.578
lnBHNF (0.166) (0.029) (0.019) (0.015) (0.023) (0.057)
-9.783 -4.518 -9.578
InBHNL (0.015) (0.016) (0.016)
0.182 -1.182 0.165 -1.224 0.195 -1.211
Weight (0.032) (0.048) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.018)
2.054 -1.264 2.271 -0.869 2.401 -0.154Rail Crown (0.068) (0.274) (0.015) (0.015) (0.016) (0.018)
1.368 -0.609 1.506 -0.404 1.595 -0.041
Wheel Profile (0.060) (0.111) (0.015) (0.021) (0.015) (0.015)
-0.658 0.183 -0.588 0.115 -0.546 -0.007
lnSpeed (0.168) (0.062) (0.022) (0.016) (0.016) (0.024)
0.052 0.009 -0.050 -0.012 -0.072 -0.017
Curvature (0.035) (0.023) (0.019) (0.015) (0.015) (0.020)
0.173 0.026 -0.137 -0.024 -0.174 -0.043
Frequency (0.036) (0.022) (0.015) (0.015) (0.017) (0.022)
1.764 1.029 1.756 1.109 1.798 1.113
T_______ (0.050) (0.058) (0.016) (0.015) (0.016) (0.016)
0.138 0.602 0.614
_ _; (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
_ (_) -4551 -4460.8 -4447.4
*XF and xL are variables for the field data and for the Phoenix data, respectively.
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1) Variables such as cumulative MGT, wheel load, wear rate, and rail hardness and
weight, remain significant and consistent with a priori assumptions.
2) If the contact profiles in the field data are worn rail and worn wheel, then the
biases in the Phoenix data will be mainly revealed from the differences in the
constant terms. Based on Table 6.9, the difference of constants in TD defect rate
is insignificant, but for SH defect rate, the constant term in the Phoenix data is
significantly smaller than the constant term in the field data, in other words, the
Phoenix model under-estimates SH defects.
3) The contact rail crown and wheel profile radii are significant but with opposite
signs in both defect rate equations. The positive signs of contact rail and wheel
profile for TD defect rate equation suggest that TD defects decrease with worn
contact profiles; while the negative signs of contact profiles for SH imply that SH
defects would decrease with new profiles. This is consistent with the a priori
assumption of the Phoenix model.
4) Parameters of operating speed are significant but with opposite signs in both defect
rate equations. The negative sign of speed is contradictory with the a priori
expectation, however, higher operating speed often associates with better track
conditions.
5) Curvature is not significant, which is consistent with the conclusions of the field
data analysis in Chapter 5. Grinding frequency, on the other hand, contradict the a
priori expectation.
To test whether or not the combined estimated model can be accepted, the test-
statistics can be computed as follows [Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985]:
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-2[ ( ) -( N )I](6.32
where
£JR(1R) = the log likelihood value for the restricted model, i.e., the combined model,
dJN(N) = the log likelihood value for the unrestricted model, i.e., the separately
estimated models.
Equation (6.32) is x 2 distributed with a degree of freedom equal to the number of
restrictions; i.e., the difference in the number of variables between the combined model
and the separate models. Applying equation (6.32) to the likelihood values from Table
6.2, 6.6, and 6.9 obtains:
Clearly, the first specification of the combined model in Table 6.9 is rejected at a 1%
confidence level. In addition, the coefficient of wear rate in the conditional SH defect rate
equation becomes less significant and the sign of grinding frequency become contradictory
with a priori expectation. Therefore, it is necessary to perform the estimations of other
combined models.
The second specification of the joint model allows the parameters for wear rate and
rail hardness to be different in both data sources. In other words, the parameters of wear
rate and rail hardness are assumed to be biased in the Phoenix data. The second
specification of the combined model is also rejected at 1% confidence level, but the
estimated parameters are more significant and consistent with the a priori expectation.
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-2Jr~R)B~--j~(~ ) ]~x 2 distribution at 1%
-2_1_R (_R ) -2[ ( )] degree of freedom confidence level
Specification 1 226.4 21 + 16 - 27 = 10 23.2
Specification 2 46.0 21 + 16 - 31 = 6 16.8
Specification 3 19.2 21 + 16 - 33 = 6 16.8
(6.32)
The third specification of the combined model assumes that all of the parameters
estimated using Phoenix data are biased due to unknown defect types. This specification
provides the best fit to the field data and the Phoenix data, but it is still rejected at 1%
confidence level. However, the difference in log likelihood values between the combined
model and the separate models are much smaller in the third specification than those in the
first two specifications.
The bias scalars estimated for tho TD and SH defect rate are 0.9 and 5, respectively.
In other words, the estimated parameters for the presumed SH defect using the Phoenix
data are significantly biased; but the parameters for the presumed TD defect estimated
using the Phoenix data are similar to those estimated using the field data.
In conclusion, Table 6.9 shows that the third combined model provides the best fit to
the field data and the Phoenix data. In addition, the differences in the shared parameters
can be explained by the bias scalars specified in the third combined model. Therefore, it is
feasible to combine the field data and the Phoenix data and the third combined model can
be used as a statistical rail fatigue model.
6.3 Comparison of Model Predictions
Figure 6.1 shows the defect patterns predicted by the field data model, the Phoenix
data model, and the combined model.
The prediction is based on the following conditions which represent the average track
conditions, maintenance and operations activities in the field data.
wear rate: 1.5 mm / 100 MGT, no grinding
rail hardness number: 300
rail weight: 132 lb.
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wheel load: 28 kips
annual MGT: 40 MGT
speed: 40 mph, tangent track
Figure 6.1 shows that the overall defect rates predicted by the Phoenix output model
are much lower than those predicted by the field data model and those by the combined
model under the assumption of worn rail and worn wheel'.
Figure 6.1a: Comparison of Fatigue Defect Rates Predicted by Different Models
1.00
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0.0
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.obdnedmodel
12 16 200
cumulative MGT (in 100 MGT)
1 It should be noted that the constant terms in the combined model were calibrated to the
field data. Since the field data did not contain the rail and wheel contact profiles (i.e.,
the dummy variables for contact profiles are set to zeros in the field data), as a result,
the constant terms in the combined model were in fact calibrated based on worn rail and
worn wheel contact profiles (the dummy variables equal to zeros for worn profiles).
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Figure 6.lb: Comparison of TD Defect Rates Predicted by Different Models
Figure 6.1c: Comparison of SH Defect Rates Predicted by Different Models
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In other words, the major difference between the Phoenix data model and the field
data model was resulted from the effect of rail and wheel contact profiles.
Figure 6.2 shows the comparison between the defect rates predicted by the combined
model and the observed defect rates in the field data.
Because the recently collected 1992 defect data and the rail relay information are also
included for the comparison, Figure 6.2 also shows the observed defect rates in the field
data with the changes of segment lengths.
The defect rate predictions are significantly affected by the assumption of contact rail
and wheel profile. Figure 6.2 shows the comparison based on the best fitted contact
profiles for these segments (i.e., worn rail and new wheel contact profiles). The prediction
on defect rates can be improved if the information regarding to contact profiles can be
obtained and the relationship between contact profiles and defect rate can be verified in
the future.
In conclusion, the predictions made by the combined model are close to the observed
defect rates of these segments, except the first segment. However, the predicted high
defect rates did not occur in the second segment after 1988. This may be the result of the
replacement of bad rail segments2 and the improvement of maintenance.
2 The bad rail segments may be segments with poor track geometry and weak foundation
strength (this information is not included in the field data). As a result, these segments
seem to have higher defect rates than the neighboring segments.
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Figure 6.2a: Comparison of Model Predictions with Field Data for Division 607
segment length: 6.2 mile, tangent
rail weight: 100 lb.
rail hardness: 250 BHN
wear rate: 1.3 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 140 MGT
annual MGT: 7-9 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-29
speed: 40 mph
laid year: 1960
assumptions on contact profiles: worn rail, new wheel
There has been no replacement for this segment.
Actual Data Model Predictions
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Figure 6.2b: Comparison of Model Predictions with Field Data for Division 613
segment length in 1985: 11.9 mile
tangent track
rail weight: 132 lb.
rail hardness: 270 BHN
wear rate: 0.47 mm/100 MGT
no grinding
cumulative MGT in 1985: 390 MGT
annual MGT: 45-50 MGT
mean wheel load: 26-28
speed: 50 mph
laid year: 1976
assumptions on contact profiles: worn rail, new wheel
segment length by year:
Actual Data Model Predictions
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Figure 6.2c: Comparison of Model Predictions with Field Data for Division 684
segment length: 10.2 mile, curve
rail weight: 136 lb.
rail hardness: 340 BHN
wear rate: 3.55 mm/100 MGT
grounded rails
cumulative MGT in 1985: 110 MGT
annual MGT: 40-50 MGT
mean wheel load: 27-29
speed: 40 mph
laid year: 1982
assumptions on contact profiles: worn rail, new wheel
segment length by year:
Actual Data Model Predictions
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Chapter 7: Model Applications
The main purpose of developing a rail fatigue model is to predict the future fatigue
deterioration conditions and to evaluate maintenance and operations alternatives such that
more effective actions can be taken to improve future conditions or to prevent future
failures.
The joint estimated model calibrated from Chapter 6 can be applied to perform the
following tasks: 1) prediction of defect rates and the probability of exceeding maximum
allowable defect rates, i.e., the probability of risk; 2) sensitivity analysis of wheel loads on
defect rates; 3) evaluation of grinding practices; and 4) sensitivity analyses of other factors
such as metallurgy, curvature, etc., with respect to defect rates. Detailed approaches are
described in the following sections.
7.1 Prediction of Defect Rates and Probability of Risk
The direct application of the model is used to predict the number of defects at any
period of time for any given track condition and maintenance and operation environment.
The output of the model is X, defects per mile per 100 MGT, i.e.,
= D + H
Based'on the results from Table 6.9,
XwT=exp[-3.433+0.962-nMGT+0.612-load+0.271 wear-0.502-BHN+0. 195-weight-
0.546 lnSpeed-0.072-curvature-0. 174 frequency+2.401 crown+l .595-wheel]
eSH=exp[-0.235+0.335.lnMGT+0.484-load+0.143-wear- 1.578-BHN- 1.211 weight-
0.007-InSpeed-0.017-curvature-0.043 frequency-0.154crown-0.041 wheel]
(7.1.)
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The units in which the above variables are measured are:
MGT: 100 MGT,
wheel load: 10 kips,
BHN: 100 BHN,
MGT/wheel load (cycle): 10 million axles,
rail weight: dummy, 1 for 115 lb. or above, 0 otherwise,
wear rate: mm per 100 MGT,
grinding frequency: per year
MGT-wear rate (total wear loss): mm
speed: 10 mph,
curvature: dummy, 0 for tangent, 1 otherwise,
rail crown: dummy, 1 for new, 0 otherwise,
wheel profile: same as rail crown.
Given the following conditions, the expected number of defects k during the 10th year
can be computed as follows:
Base Case Scenario
wheel load = 28 kips, BHN = 300, wear rate = 1.5 mm/100 MGT
rail weight = 132 lb., speed = 40 mph, segment length L = 1 miles,
no grinding, tangent segment, annual MGT Ax = 40,
the cumulative MGT at the middle of the tenth year = 380,
worn rail crown, new wheel profile.
k = X.Ax- L = (1.60+0.3)-0.4 1 = 0.76 defects
Another application of the model is to compute the probability of risk if maintenance
actions such as spot repair and relaying of track are not taken. Define the probability of
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risk as the probability of exceeding the maximum allowable number of defects per mile X,
given the expected number of defects per mile X. Thus, the probability can be computed
by applying the spatial rail fatigue model as follows:
( > ) Ax. L )k -.. A.LP(k_ k)= x--L)k (7.2.)
k= k !
where k = Ac x * L = the maximum allowable number of defects. If the maximum
allowable defects per mile per year is 2, then, given the above condition, the probability of
risk becomes:
k, = 2 defects
(0. 7 6 )k 0.76 1 ( 0 . 7 6 )k 0.76 177P(k>2)= = ----- =0.17
k=2 k=O k!
In addition, the sensitivity analyses performed in the following sections will be based
on the conditions specified in the base case scenario.
7.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Wheel Loads on Defects
The effect of wheel load on fatigue have always been a great concern to the railroads
and material scientists. Steels applied the Phoenix model to analyze the impact of wheel
load to fatigue. Studies by O'Rourke [1982], Hank et al [198j, and many other
researches in the International Heavy Haul Conference had also focused on both
engineering and empirical analyses of the effects of increasing wheel load to fatigue.
The purpose of this sensitivity analysis is to use the calibrated fatigue model as a tool
to assess the impact of heavy axle load operations on rail fatigue rates. The motivation for
the use of heavy axle load practices is to reduce fuel and crew costs in exchange for a
shorter rail service life with higher rail maintenance costs. The rail fatigue model
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calibrated from both data can be used as a tool to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of heavy
axle load practices.
Applying equation (7.1), the expected defect per mile per year versus the changes in
wheel loads are shown in Figure 7.1. The operation and maintenance conditions are the
same as specified in section 7.1 and the values of wheel loads are 21, 28, 33, and 41 kips.
Figure 7.1 shows that wheel loads have significant impact on both types of defects. The
defect rates for 41 kip load are much higher than the others. In conclusion, heavy wheel
loads will result in a significant increase in defects.
Figure 7.1a: Fatigue Defect Rates for Various Wheel Loads
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Figure 7.1b: TD Defect Rates for Various Wheel Loads
Figure 7.1c: SH Defect Rates for Various Wheel Loads
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7.3 Evaluation of Grinding Effectiveness
The introduction of grinding is the major innovation in recent railroad maintenance.
The purpose of grinding is to remove the material on the rail head such that the rail head
can be reshaped to avoid stress concentration. Empirical studies by Roney et al [1982]
and Kalousek [1986] had shown that in some cases, grinding reduces rail defects.
However, if the grinding is overdone, it can weaken the strength of the rail head and may
cause more defects. The evaluation of grinding effectiveness by the use of the calibrated
fatigue model is performed for the following scenarios:
case 1: wear rate 1.5 mm per 100 MGT without grinding;
case 2: wear rate 3.5 mm per 100 MGT, including grinding rate 2 mm per 100 MGT,
with grinding frequency twice a year;
case 3: wear rate 3.5 mm per 100 MGT, including grinding rate 2 mm per 100 MGT,
with grinding frequency four times a year;
case 4: wear rate 5.5 mm per 100 MGT, including grinding rate 4 mm per 100 MGT,
with grinding frequency four times a year.
Figure 7.2 shows the defect rates predicted for different scenarios. In addition,
grinding also affect the contact rail crown radius and wheel profile radius, thus, Figure 7.3
shows the effect of various contact profiles on defect rates.
Figure 7.2 shows that defect rates increase with wear rate but decrease with grinding
frequency. The comparison suggests that, if rails are grounded four times a year with
moderate wear rate (as in case 3), then defects could be reduced compared to the case of
no grinding. However, if grinding introduces high wear rate (as in case 4), then it would
increase defects. Therefore, based on the calibrated rail fatigue model, grinding may be
ineffective in reducing defects if it causes high wear rates.
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Figure 7.2a: Fatigue Defect Rates for Various Grinding Practices
Figure 7.2b: TD Defect Rates for Various Grinding Practices
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Figure 7.2c: SH Defect Rates for Various Grinding Practices
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Figure 7.3a: Fatigue Defect Rates for Various Contact Profiles
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Figure 7.3b: TD Defect Rates for Various Contact Profiles
Figure 7.3c: SH Defect Rates for Various Contact Profiles
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On the other hand, the contact profile also affect the defect rate significantly. The
number of TD defects increases sharply with new contact rail and wheel profiles. The
sensitivity of contact profile on defect had also been shown in a study that was based on a
grinding experiment conducted on the FAST (Facility for Accelerated Service Testing)
track [Hannafious, 1992]. This study suggested that the controlled rail and wheel 2-point
contact profiles have very few shells while the conformable worn profiles with higher
grinding rates produce more shells. This is because the 2-point contact profiles protect
the gage corner to prevent the development of shells. Another experiment shows that,
with no grinding, the worn rail profile due to natural wear produces much less shells than
the above grounded profiles. The reason is that the ungrounded rail becomes harder as a
result of work-hardening (a phenomenon due to plastic deformation of rail head under
contact stress) and thus prevent shells to develop. The grinding experiment and Figure 7.3
suggest that, with proper grinding to control the contact rail and wheel profiles, the defect
rates may be significantly reduced. Because the current grinding information does not
include grinding profiles, it is necessary to verify the effectiveness of grinding with
grinding profiles in the future model calibration.
7.4 Sensitivity Analysis of Other Factors
The other important factors affecting fatigue are rail metallurgy, curvature and speed.
Figures 7.4 to 7.6 show the changes in the defect rate with respect to the changes in these
variables. The ranges of the variables are:
Speed: 30, 40, 50, and 60 mph,
rail hardness: 250, 300, 340, and 370 BHN,
curvature: tangent or curve,
rail weight: 115 and 132 lb. rail.
As stated in Chapter 6, the dynamic wheel load increases as speed increases.
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Therefore, the defect rates should increase; however, the rail segments that allow higher
operating speed are often the segments with stronger rails, better track alignment, better
profile, or better cross-level setting. Thus, in agreement with the estimation results in
Chapter 6, Figure 7.4 shows that the number of defects decreases as the speed increases.
Figure 7.5 shows that the number of TD defects decreases for higher rail hardness,
which is consistent with the a priori expectation. On the other hand, Figure 7.6 shows that
as rail weight increases, SH defects decrease significantly but TD defects increase. Rails
with heavier weight are often new rails. Thus, heavier rails are supposed to have less
defects. However, the TD defect rates are found to be higher for heavier rails in some
empirical studies. Therefore, the result is not contradictory with empirical studies. In
addition, curvature does not significantly influence both types of defects, which is
consistent with the findings in Chapter 5.
Figure 7.4a: Fatigue Defect Rates for Various Speeds
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Figure 7.4b: TD Defect Rates for Various Speeds
Figure 7.4c: SH Defect Rates for Various Speeds
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Figure 7.5a: Fatigue Defect Rates for Various Rail Hardness
Figure 7.5b: TD Defect Rates for Various Rail Hardness
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Figure 7.5c: SH Defect Rates for Various Rail Hardness
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Figure 7.6a: Fatigue Defect Rates for Various Rail Weights and Curvature
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Figure 7.6b: TD Defect Rates for Various Rail Weights
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Figure 7.6c: SH Defect Rates for Various Rail Weights
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7.5 Summary
This chapter presents an example of the computation of the expected number of
defects per mile by applying the estimated rail fatigue model. Moreover, the model can
also be used to calculate the probability of exceeding the maximum allowable defect rate
in the cases of low or moderate expected defect rates.
The sensitivity analysis of explanatory variables shows that defects are significantly
influenced by wheel loads, rail hardness, rail weight, and contact profiles. For instance,
heavy wheel loads will shorten rail service life while stronger rails will reduce fatigue
defects. The effectiveness of grinding is evaluated by the sensitivity of wear rate, grinding
frequency and contact profiles. This study shows that defect rate increases as wear rate
increases or grinding frequency decreases. Since grinding increases wear rate, it is shown
that current grinding practices did not effectively reduce defects (even if the rail was
grounded as often as 4 times a year); on the other hand, the contact profiles have profound
impact on defect rates. Since grinding can change the shape of rail crown and affect the
contact profiles, it is possible that grinding may reduce defects if the rail is properly
ground. Because current data did not provide the profiles for both ungrounded and
grounded rails, the contribution of grinding for providing better rail profile cannot be
verified. Therefore, rail crown profiles should be included in future data collection efforts
to justify the effectiveness of grinding.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
8.1 Research Summary
The motivation for combining both laboratory data and field data to model
deterioration behavior is due to the following disadvantages of using field data: 1) the
ranges of explanatory factors are limited; 2) the explanatory factors might be highly
correlated; 3) the explanatory factors may be measured with errors; 4) the field data may
contain unobserved location factors that cause temporal correlation. On the other hand,
the laboratory data may be biased due to limited knowledge of the true deterioration
mechanism which results in experiments that are too simple to accurately represent true
fatigue behavior.
Thus, the objectives of the study are: 1) to construct a rail fatigue model for explicitly
explaining the relationship between fatigue failure and affecting factors; 2) to identify
potential bias in the laboratory data; 3) to combine both laboratory data and field data to
compensate for the disadvantages of both data sources and to obtain more reliable model
parameters; and 4) to apply the model to the evaluation of maintenance and operation
practices.
The fatigue model was formulated to incorporate the following features: 1) the
relationship between fatigue failure and the duration of rail in service; 2) the multiple
defect types; 3) the spatial correlation among rail defects; 4) censored data problems; and
5) the relationship between fatigue failure and dynamic explanatory factors. The details
are described below.
The first part of the model is a formulation commonly used for previous statistical
fatigue analyses. That is, the probability of observing a failure in un-replaced rails is a
hazard rate due to the fact that defective rails must be replaced with new pieces of rail in
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railroads. In addition, the usage level in the rail fatigue model is measured by cumulative
MGT, not by time. Most commonly used failure distributions for fatigue analysis are also
reviewed.
The second part of the model specifies the overall hazard rate as the sum of hazard
rates from all types of defects, and two model specifications are derived: 1) the hazard rate
for each type of defect is a simple hazard function; 2) the hazard rate of each defect type is
the product of the conditional hazard rate given in thy defect type regime and the
probability of the defect being in this defect regime. In other words, the second model
assumes that the overall hazard rate is the weighted average of all conditional hazard rates.
Current railroads are often continuously welded, the rail fatigue needs to be
formulated for the continuously welded rails. As a result, the third part of the model deals
with the spatial aggregation of rail units. The model assumes no spatial correlation
between defects due to the fact that defects are initiated from small cracks and these
cracks are often too small and too far apart to affect each other. Therefore, the model
was then formulated as a spatial Poisson model.
In field data, the data collection period ends when most of the rails are still surviving.
Therefore, the defect records always include the right-censored data. If the data collection
started after the rail segment was laid, then the defect records are also left-censored. The
estimated model will be inaccurate if the censored data problem is not corrected. Hence,
the fourth part of the model incorporates the censored data problem into the likelihood
function used for model estimation.
The last part of the model incorporates failure distribution functions and the dynamic
explanatory factors into the rail fatigue model. The model assumes that the hazard rate is
a function of cumulative MGT and current explanatory factors such as operations,
maintenance activities, material, and track conditions. In addition, the defects are
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recorded on a yearly basis in the field data, thus the fatigue model was formulated based
on the hazard rates of discrete usage periods.
The availability and the characteristics of both types of data had been addressed in
Chapter 5. The data statistics of the field data showed that the correlation between the
occurrence of defects and explanatory variables are low. As a result, the fatigue model
built on the field data may not have high goodness-of-fit. Chapter 5 also derived the
likelihood functions for both data sources. There are two major differences in the
likelihood functions:
1) The defect type is unknown in the Phoenix data. Thus, the likelihood function for
the Phoenix data was fomulated as a Poisson model with one defect rate; i.e., the sum of
TD and SH defect rates. However, the likelihood function for the field data was
partitioned into two Poisson models with TD and SH defect rates, respectively.
2) the likelihood function for the field data had incorporated measurement error and
temporal correlation.
This study then described the procedures and approaches to jointly estimate rail
fatigue model by using both the field data and the Phoenix data as follows:
1. Separate estimation of thle field data model and the Phoenix data model
In order to compare the results with the field data, the defect types in the Phoenix
data were assigned based on a hypothesis that TD defects will decrease but SH defects
will increase as wear rate increases. Both model were estimated using a non-linear
estimation software written in Gauss language.
1) estimation of measurement error and temporal correlation
The likelihood function of the field data with the inclusion of measurement error and
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temporal correlation is very complex and cannot be solved by linear-model methods. This
study formulated the likelihood function as an expected likelihood function over random
measurement error and unobserved random location factors that cause temporal
correlation. The estimation results conclude that the measurement error in wear rate and
the stochastic location factors are significant in the field data.
2) comparison of model parameters estimated from both data sources
The comparison of parameters from the field data and the Phoenix data models show
that the differences for most of the shared parameters in model 1 specification are
insignificant, except wear rate and rail hardness; but the differences for the shared
parameters in model 2 are significant; thus, data combination is feasible for model 1. In
addition, the estimated parameters in model 1 specification are consistent with the a priori
expectation for two data sources.
2. Combined estimation
1) formulation of a bias model to explain the differences in both data sources
In this study, three combined models were estimated: a) the shared parameters
estimated using the Phoenix data are assumed to be unbiased but the constant terms are
calibrated to the field data since the Phoenix model may under- or over predict defect rates
compared to the field data; b) the parameters of wear rate and rail hardness estimated by
the Phoenix data are assumed to be biased given the fact that the parameters of these two
variables are significantly different from those estimated by the field data; and c) there
exist one systematic bias scalar for the parameters of each defect type in the Phoenix data
model. Namely, all the parameters (except constants and the parameters for wear rate and
rail hardness in TD defect rate equation) for each defect type should be multiplied by one
scalar and the scalars for two defect types are different.
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2) identification of bias in the Phoenix data
Given the assumptions of the bias and the specifications of combined models, the data
combination was performed by pooling both data sets and jointly estimated the shared
parameters. The major biases in the Phoenix data model are: a) some of the estimated
parameters are very different from those estimated using field data; and b) the predicted
SH defect rates are much lower than those predicted by the field data model. The reason
for the biases in the Phoenix data model are resulted from the unknown defect types.
The joint estimation results show that the third specification provides the best fit to
two data sources and obtains model parameters which are consistent with the a priori
expectation. As s result, the third combined model is used as the rail fatigue model.
This study then applied the combined model for sensitivity analyses on defect rates
with respect to wheel load, grinding practices, and other important factors. Although the
assessment of grinding based on wear rate and grinding frequency did not show profound
influence in reducing defects, the rail and wheel contact profiles, on the other hand, affect
defect rates significantly. Therefore, if grinding can provides the desired contact profiles,
then it would be able to reduce defects.
Furthermore, heavy wheel loads significantly increase defect rates and thus reduce the
rail service life; harder rails result in notable reduction on defect rates; higher operating
speeds, which often indicate better track geometry and stronger foundation, lead to the
decrease of defects; however, the effects of curvature on defects are insignificant.
8.2 Contributions
The major contributions of this research are the following:
1. Methodology
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1) Development of a comprehensive statistical rail fatigue model
As stated in section 8.1, there are five distinct features of the fatigue model developed
in this study: i) incorporation of multiple defect types; ii) formulation of spatial Poisson
model with multiple defect types; iii) the correction of censored data problem in the model
estimation; iv) inclusion of dynamic explanatory variables; and v) formulation and
estimation of measurement error and temporal correlation.
It should be noted that the fatigue model developed in this study is a general
framework that can also be used for the analyses of other deterioration studies.
2) Rail fatigue model that combines laboratory and field data
This study proposed the framework of data combination for a rail fatigue model with
the defect occurrence rates dependent on the usage of rail and other explanatory variables.
In addition, data combination methods for linear deterioration models were also proposed
in Appendix F.
Moreover, this study demonstrated the possibility of combining the field data and the
Phoenix data based on the specified combined models to explain the differences between
two data sources. The combined model not only justified the bias in the Phoenix data
model, but also incorporated the fatigue behavior captured in two data sources.
2. Analysis of Rail Fatigue
1) Identification of bias in the Phoenix model
The comparison of model parameters between the field data model and the Phoenix
data model showed some significant differences. For instance, the assumption that
increasing wear rate decreases TD defects was not supported in the field data model.
Furthermore, the magnitude of the estimated coefficients of rail hardness were much
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smaller in the field data than in the Phoenix data. Since the field data represent the true
information regarding rail defects, the Phoenix data were then assumed to be biased. In
addition, the comparison of model predictions also showed that the Phoenix model under-
estimate SH defects. After the validation of the Phoenix data, the calibrated model can be
used to provide more accurate defect predictions.
2) Prototypical evaluation of maintenance and operations actions
One of the main purposes of this study is to provide a tool for assessing fatigue
related maintenance and operations actions. This research demonstrated the applications
of the calibrated fatigue model to evaluate operations and maintenance practices and to
predict future fatigue deterioration conditions. The calibrated model will be applied to a
railway maintenance software system, the Total ight-of-way Analysis and Costing
System (TRACS), for the practices of scheduling maintenance activities in the railroads.
8.3 Future Research Directions
1. Modeling Efforts
1) estimation of the Phoenix data based on the formulation of survival function
The alternative model formulation for the Phoenix data which was described in
Chapter 5 is based on survival function. Since the first-order condition for the alternative
formulation is different from the one for the current model which was based on hazard
rate, it would be necessary to compare the results estimated from both formulations.
2) calibration of the contact area between rail and wheel
Based on the sensitivity analysis in chapter 7, the contact rail crown radius and wheel
profile radius have profound influence on rail fatigue defect rates. However, these two
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radii are very difficult to measure in the field. Since the contact area of rail and wheel is a
function of operating speed, curvature, and the shape of the rail head and wheel, therefore,
it is very important to explore this function so that the contact area can be better estimated
for the field data.
2. Data collection efforts
1) wider ranges of usage history and traffic mix
The obtained field data have a limited usage history and similar traffic mix across all
locations. Hence, the combined model could be better calibrated if new field data which
have a longer usage history and a larger variety of traffic mix are available in the future.
2) dynamic variables
The existing field data did not provides yearly measurements of wear rate and speed,
thus these two variables were assumed static in the current estimation. The dynamic
information for these two variables should be included in the future estimations.
3) grinding and rail profiles
Since fatigue defect would be significantly affected by the contact profiles between
rail and wheel, the information regarding grinding profiles would be valuable for model
estimation and for the assessment of various grinding practices.
4) information regarding rail replacement
The newly collected data contain information of rail replacement. Since the
information of replacement affects segment lengths and the estimation results, thus, it
should be incorporated in the future model estimations.
3.An.lications to related areas of researches
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Although this study focuses on the development of a rail fatigue model, the
framework presented in this study can also be applied to other railroad components such
as tie and turnout. For instance, there are laboratory data collected from experiments
regarding to material' strength of concrete and wooden ties for deterioration analysis. In
addition, because field data are very limited for turnout, data collected from survey of
railroad engineers are used to analyze the wear and fatigue behavior of turnout.
Therefore, data combination techniques can be used for tie, turnout, and other railroad
components that might have multiple data sources.
Another extension of this study is reliability analyses of machinery maintenance and
vehicle breakdown problems. For example, laboratory data regarding to the causes of
mechanical component failures are often used for the reliability analyses of vehicle and
machinery breakdown. The framework of fatigue model presented in this study can be
applied to explore the relationship between usage and mechanical component failures.
In addition, most of mechanical component failures analyses rely on laboratory data
due to the fact that field data are very limited or difficult to collect. Further field data
collection efforts would make applications of data combination possible for reliability
analyses of machinery maintenance and vehicle breakdown problems.
In conclusion, the framework of the study can also be applied to areas where field
data regarding to failures are limited and laboratory data are used as supplemental data.
Another example is the area of medical studies. For instance, many medical experiments
have been pursued on animals to determine the significance of causes and treatments
regarding to chronic diseases. Therefore, statistical analyses using both laboratory data
and data collected from patients would be necessary.
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Appendix A: Properties for Hazard Rate and Survival Function
Definition:
X = a non-negative random variable that represents the life of a unit,
Fx(x) = P(X < x) = the probability of failure, i.e., the CDF of X,
fx(x) = the PDF of X,
Sx(x)= 1- Fx (x) = the probability of survival evaluated at x,
hx(x) =fx(x)/ Sx(x) = the hazard rate evaluated at x.
By definition,
fx() a (X)ax ax
Applying equation (a.l 1) to hazard rate produces:
1 aS(x)=hx(x)= S(x) -x =S. ) a log S(x)ax
(a. 1)
(a.2)
(a.3)|h,(u) du = -logSx(x)
As a result, the survival function can be written as:
S.(x) = exp[- h(, ) du]
It should be noted that, since Sx (x) - 0 as x -- oo, therefore,
lim 0 h(u) du = oo
x -- 0
Source: [Elandt-Johnson and Johnson, 1980]
(a.4)
(a.5)
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Appendix B: Birnbaum-Saunders Fatigue Life Distribution
Definition:
C = the number of loading cycles for fatigue failure,
n = the number of loading cycles applied to the material,
Yj = the growth of crack due to the jth loading cycle, j = 1, 2, ..., n,
g, a = the mean and the standard deviation of Y,
o = the critical length of crack when fatigue failure occurred.
Assuming Yj follows normal distribution, thus, the probability of having fatigue failure
under n loading cycles is the probability that the sum of Y exceeds co, i.e.,
PIIC • n] = [ j Ž (]
Because the sum of Y also follows normal distribution with mean n and standard
deviation ort, thus,
P[C <n]=P[ s cynp1 c- aaI ] -
j(Y . -C0 -Fn aJFn
a co
Denote a = , 1 -- ,then
S(n) = - X ) NFO for a>O, p>0, n>O
There is no closed form for hazard rate h(n).
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Appendix C: Failure Distributions for Survival Analysis
Source: [Elandt-Johnson and Johnson, 1980]
1) Exponential Distribution
f(x) = Xexp[-x]
h(x)= , for >0,x>0
S(x) = exp[-Ax]
2) Gompertz Distribution
h(x)=e' for a>O, >0, x>0
S(x) = exp[ (1 - e )
3) Lognormal Distribution
S(X) = 1-[ {logx-g) for >O, x>O
no closed form for h(x)
4) Gamma Distribution
S(x) =du
r(0) for a>O, >0, x>O
no closed form for h(x)
5) Logistic Distribution
S(x)= bfor a>0, b>O,
+ ax b
x>0
no closed form for h(x)
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Appendix D: Least Square Estimate with Measurement Error
Define
X = the set of poorly measured variables,
X* = the true variables,
Y= the measured performance index,
£ = random error,
= measurement error in X, such that
Y= X* + 
X= X* + (d. 1)
It is proven that with the existence of measurement errors, the ordinary least square
estimator Cor is biased [see Greene, 1980]. That is,
p lim O =D-p him (XT X)-' ( T 5)
= 3 - xx-' Var(4)0 (d.2)
where
Xxx = plim(1/n)(X T X),
Var(4) = plim(l/n)(4T4),
n = number of observations.
Since both Zx and Var(4) are positive, the estimated parameters 3OLs will always be
smaller in scale than the true parameters 3.
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Appendix E: Reviews of Measurement Error and Temporal Correlation
There are three methods that have been applied to deal with measurement error.
These three methods however, are only feasible with linear models. The first method, the
instrumental variable method, finds other variables to replace the variables measured
with errors; the second method, the multiple indicators/multiple causes (mimic) or
LISREL model, which is the most complex method, estimates the true model parameters
by using additional variables and indicators that capture the latent variables; the third
method, proposed by Griliches and Hausman, performs two regressions to estimate the
variances of measurement errors with the existence of temporal correlation.
I. Instrumental Variable (IV) Method
If some other exogenous factors can be found that are highly correlated with the
poorly measured variables X but not correlated with the measurement errors, then they can
be used as an instrument to correct measurement errors. The estimated coefficient using
instrumental variable Z is [see Greene, 1980]:
bv = (zTX) -1 Z r Y (e. 1)
However, instrumental variables are often unavailable; therefore, other approaches for
correcting measurement error are recommended.
II. Multiple Indicators/Multiple Causes (MIMIC) Model (or LISREL)
The variables measured with errors are also referred to as latent variables. This
method uses additional variables and indicators that capture the latent variables to estimate
the correct model parameters. It should be noted that MIMIC is a model used for a single
latent variable while LISREL is a model used for multiple latent variables. Ramaswamy
[1989] and Humplick [1989] used the LISREL structure and analyzed the moments of
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these latent damage measurements to estimate the latent performance in highway systems.
The formulation of the MIMIC [Joreskog and Goldberger, 1975] or the Linear Structural
&lationships system (LISREL) [Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984] is as follows:
W = AX* + v
X* = r + t (e.2)
where
W = the multiple indicators of X*
A, r = the matrix of unknown parameters
Z = the multiple causes that influence X*
v, g1 = the vectors of random errors
Morikawa [1989] also applied the LISREL model to estimate the latent variables X*.
These estimated latent variables were then used for the estimation of a discrete choice
travel demand model.
It should be noted that, in order to estimate equation (e.2), the coefficient matrix A
and r should be able to be identified.
HI. Gril'ches and Hausman's Method
This method was proposed by Griliches and Hausman [1986] for the correction of
measurement errors in panel data. Denote i as the location index and t as the time index
and consider one badly measured variable x, in a one variable model, i.e.,
xi = x, +u, (e.3)
Yi, = ai + + , (e.4 
where,
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xi, = the observed quantity of latent variable xi,,
Yi, = the dependent variable,
U, = measurement error,
£i, = random error,
ai = location constant (fixed effect) or
location random error (random effect),
p = model parameter.
As shown in equation (d.2), the ordinary least squares regression of y, on xi, will be
biased and inconsistent due to the measurement error. Define , x,, ui and Ti to be the
means of y,i, x,, u, and , over time, respectively. That is,
Yi=-Xiui+P j j T Uf+- Ej, (e.5)
t=1 l T ml T l
Griliches and Hausman suggested a two-step approach to solve this problem. The
first step is the regression of (yi,-Y) on (y,-Yi) to eliminate the effect of xi and to
produce a biased within-units estimator, i.e.,
Yi, - y- = (xi,- , ) - (u,, - ~ +(£, -i ) (e.6)
plimbw [ T (Tl)Var(xu,) (e 7)
The second step is the estimator based on the first difference. That is,
Yi- t-I, = O(xit -xi,,1)--N(u -ui,-,- ) + (ei, -,it-I ) (e.8)
plimbd =[1- 2Vr(u ) (e.9)
[a x,-X'-
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Both least squares estimators are biased due to the measurement error. However,
since Var(xi,-, i) and Var(xi,-xi,_,) are known from sample statistics, by solving
equations (e.7) and (e.9), 5 and Var(ui,) can be estimated.
This method can also be applied to multivariate regression. In addition, this method
does not require additional variables or indicators to estimate the latent variables.
Therefore, this method can be applied even if no additional information regarding to the
latent variables is available.
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Appendix F: Data Combination for a Linear Deterioration Model
If the deterioration model can be formulated as a linear model and the performance
index can be obtained directly, using the same notation as defined in section 3.1.3, then
equation (3.12) can be written as:
YF = XF +a WF +£F
yL = ( xL +yzL)+eL (f.1)
where,
EF, EL = random errors.
Then the methods used for correcting measurement errors and temporal correlation
can be applied to the field data model. The data combination can then be done by
applying the sequential estimation and the Griliches and Hausman's regression as follows:
Step 1: perform the sequential estimation process for linear regressions of the laboratory
data and the within-unit field data to obtain b', i.e.,
1) perform the regression of the laboratory data to obtaini f and Ad. Form the
fitted value
- = Hi x
2) perform the following regression with the fitted value V to obtain & and A:
rF a= + w + (f.2)
Calculate i = 1/ , , = 1 / , and ? = y / i.
The accuracy of &, , and can be improved by the following step.
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3) multiply xL and zL by i to obtain the modified laboratory data. Pool the field data
and the modified laboratory data for a joint regression to obtain a, 13, and .
Step 2: perform the same sequential estimation process as in Step 1 for the laboratory data
and the first-difference field data to obtain bd;
Step 3: calculate the unbiased parameters 1 using equation (e.7) and (e.9) and the
estimated bw and bd from Step 1 and Step 2;
Step 4: calculate the bias scalars in the within-units field data as bw/, (or in the first-
difference field data as bdIA), multiply the bias scalars into the within-units (or
first-difference) field data to obtain the modified field data, then perform the
sequential estimation process again using the modified field data and the laboratory
data.
Another estimation approach is to modify the field data first; i.e., apply Griliches and
Hausman's regression to the field data and modify the field data with the processes
described in Step 3 and Step 4, then perform the sequential estimation only once for the
modified field data and the laboratory data.
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log likelihood function for equation (5.2) becomes:
M 4
m=l j-l
f, - S(xmj; ; )]
Thus, the first order condition for non-linear least squares fitting is as follows:
a4VL a () 4 aS(x .j;Zm;15)
0= =N2X ( i[-f- S(xmj;;Z;ZM )]
ap pm1 j=1 P
(g.2)
Apparently, the first order condition for equation (5.2) is not the same as that for
equation (5.4).
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Appendix G: First-Order Conditions for the Estimation of the Phoenix
Data Model
Definition:
MLe (l) = the log likelihood function of equation (5.4) given model parameters [3,
P(kj; xm.j_l ,Xmj;Zm ;L_,; ) = the probability of having k defects during [xm.j_lXmj]
given condition Zm and [,
A(xm,j_ ,xmj;Z,,,;3) = the expected number of defects per mile during [Xmj ,jXmj]
given condition Z,, and f3.
Then, based on equations (5.3) and (5.4), the first-order condition for the maximum
likelihood estimation of the Phoenix output produces:
=~ r(f3) M 4 a ln P(kj; x.j-,,Xmj; Zm; Lj 1)
ap m:, j=1 ap
m=l j= ap
M 4 k.
m=l j=l A(Xm j ,x.,j;Zm; )
since kj = 271(f -fj_, )L and L_ = (1 -f I)L, as a result,
= ML([)
a,
M 4
m=l j=l1[
DA(Xmjil Xmj; Zm; 3) (
aD
In other words, the first-order condition of equation (5.4) will not be affected by the
scale of L. Hence, the result of maximum likelihood estimation is also independent of L.
On the other hand, assuming £ is normally distributed, based on equation (5.1), the
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DA (XIIIJ-1 Xx j Z.; 0 a(x,,. , 'V; Z.; P
- U .fi, ) (g. )27(fj - .f,- >( A(x,,,.j-,, xj; Z,,,; P)
log likelihood function for equation (5.2) becomes:
M 4 1
m=l j=l
Thus, the first order condition for non-linear least squares fitting is as follows:
(g.2)0 = NZLS () =
a13
Apparently, the first order condition for equation (5.2) is not the same as that for
equation (5.4).
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I I 1 z P [ j --S( j; Z,,; )]
m=I j=1 ap
Appendix H: Field Data Processing
The purpose of data processing is to reduce, aggregate and reorganize the original
data so that the final processed data contain all information required for estimation. Based
on the acquired data, the following steps describe the data processing procedures:
Step 1: Data Reduction
This step is used to keep necessary information while saving memory space. The
reduced data files contain the following:
1) wear files include track ID, mileposts, and the average of the left and the right
head wear.
2) traffic files include track ID, beginning and ending mileposts, and the average
wheel load weighted by the fraction of tonnage for each wheel load for each year.
The wheel loads in the field data contain traffic percentage of various car types. Allen
[1992] derived the procedures to determine fatigue load in rail vehicles. In addition, the
actual wheel load applied to rail is not static, i.e., the dynamic contact between track and
train should also be considered [Abbott and Zarembski, 1987].
The average wheel load is often computed using Miner's Rule, a linear damage
accumulation theory [Abbott and Zarembski, 1987], i.e.,
(h.1)
Life Lifei
where
Life = the average fatigue life,
Lifei = the fatigue life for wheel load i,
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f = the MGT fraction of wheel load i.
Assuming the fatigue life is proportional to the inverse of the power a of wheel load,
i.e., Life oc - , then equation (5.3) becomes,
= _f 1la (h.2)
where
a = damage factor,
ii = wheel load i,
I = the average wheel load.
In the case study, the value of a was set to 2, based on previous empirical studies.
The average wheel load was calculated using Miner's Rule for each segment at each year.
3) defect files include track ID, defect type, milepost, rail weight and hardness, the
year when rail was laid and defect was detected, curvature, accumulated tonnage,
and the average train speed weighted by the tonnage of each car type.
Step 2: Data Segmentation
A segment is defined as a piece of track that was laid at the same time with the same
metallurgy and was maintained and operated under the same conditions. Defect records
from various track conditions and operation and maintenance activities are broken down
into homogeneous segments with the same track conditions and similar operation and
maintenance activities.
The rail segments in the wear files are defined as a piece of track with the same
amount of rail wear. The rail segments in the traffic files are defined as a piece of track
with the same mix of traffic. Neither of them contains information on metallurgy and
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track geometry.
All data files are sorted by milepost. The procedure for segment generation is
described below:
1) find a common segment from the wear data and the historical traffic data, i.e., a
segment in this step should have the same rail wear and traffic mix.
2) if a segment contains only one defect, then assume the rail metallurgy, the year when
rail was laid, and the curvature are the same as those in the defect record.
3) if a segment contains no defects, then assign the information (i.e., metallurgy, track
geometry, etc.) associated with the nearest defect record to the segment.
4) if a segment contains two or more defects, check the rail metallurgy, the year when
rail was laid, and the curvature of each defect. If any of them is different, then the
segment is not homogeneous and is divided into several segments such that each
newly generated segment would have the same information.
Step 3: Data Aggregation
The purpose of aggregation is to reduce the data set in such way that the segments
from adjacent locations with the same rail metallurgy, year when rail was laid, curvature,
similar wear and similar wheel loads can be combined as one segment. A description of
the task is given below:
First, match the average wheel loads from the traffic data with the corresponding
segments for each year. Second, combine all adjacent segments with the same rail
metallurgy, year when rail was laid, curvature, similar wear (i.e., the differences are within
5%) and similar traffic conditions (i.e., the differences in average wheel loads are within
1%), then compute the total segment length. The rail wear for an aggregated segment is
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an average wear of all similar segments weighted by segment length. Third, compute the
number of defects for each defect type and for each year.
The processed data in the final step should have the following:
- segment length,
- average wear,
- rail weight,
- rail metallurgy,
- year when rail was laid,
- degree of curvature,
- number of TD defects for each year,
- number of SH defects for each year,
- cumulative MGT for each year,
- average speed for each year,
- average wheel load for each year.
The flowchart of data processing is shown in the following figures. The first figure
shows how data segmentation is done. It shows that the length of a segment in the wear
data is different from that in the historical traffic data. Wear segments are intervals with
the same amount of wear, while traffic segments are sections with identical traffic history.
Unlike wear and traffic data, defect records contain the locations of defective rails. The
task of segmentation is to divide rails into segments that have similar rail wear, traffic mix,
and information contained in defect record (i.e., metallurgy, curvature, speed, years when
rail was laid, and annual tonnage).
As shown in the first figure, the last two segments have wear w4 and traffic condition
t3, but contain two defects with different information d3 and d4. Thus, these two
segments are separated at the midpoint between d3 and d4. The second segment contains
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wear w2 and traffic tl but no defect. Therefore, it is assumed that this segment has similar
metallurgy and curvature as that of the nearest segment containing defect dl. The same
idea applies to the third and the fifth segments, where no defects are found.
The second figure shows how data aggregation is done. This step combines all
adjacent segments with the same attributes into aggregated segments.
1) Data Segmentation
wear segments
wl w2 I w3 w4
defect records
traffic segments
tli I t2 I t 
wl w2 w2 w3 w3 w4 w4
dl dl d2 d2 d3 d3 d4
tl tl t2 t2 t3 t3 t3
2) Data Aggregation for Adjacent Segments
4.
sl s2 s3
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